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What does MBA
accreditation mean?

Business schools like to promote their accreditations,
whether it’s from the AACSB, AMBA, EQUIS, or all three.
But what does it mean for MBA applicants?

W

hat does accreditation mean? What does accreditation say about a school? It’s an important question
for any business school applicant to ask. Accreditations are used as stamps of quality. Many rankings
systems require that schools are accredited in order to be eligible. For example, participation in the
Financial Times’ MBA rankings need schools to be accredited by AACSB or EQUIS. Once accredited,
business schools undergo monitoring and periodic reevaluations to maintain accreditation.
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Below is a short guide about MBA accreditation.
There are three big international names in the world of business school accreditation: the Association to Advance
Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB), the Association of MBAs (AMBA), and the European Foundation for
Management Development’s (EFMD) Quality Improvement System (EQUIS).
They all assess business schools’ quality. To start with, the school will send information to the accreditation body,
who review and then send an accreditation panel. The panel may spend up to a week at the school, conducting
meetings with all stakeholders, from students, lecturers to board members. Schools are assessed on everything
about a programme, from the management of the school to the academic programme.
Many of the top-ranked schools in the world carry an AACSB accreditation, including Harvard, Insead, Wharton,
Oxford Said and MIT Sloan. The second major business education accreditation body is AMBA, which is focused
purely on the MBA itself. AMBA’s specific focus allows the accreditation body to dig further into the details of the
MBA course, and AMBA has requirements which don’t appear on the more generalized accreditations’ lists of
standards.
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Finally, accreditor EQUIS is run by the European Foundation for Management Development. Its main point of
difference from the other two major accreditation bodies is in its emphasis on internationalization. EQUIS requires
that schools have a strategy for international development and needs schools to prove that they have allocated
appropriate resources to achieve these goals.
What is the value of accreditation for students? The school has to prove a lot of qualities in the accreditation
process, and accreditation has to be at the front of candidates’ minds when researching business schools. It is only a
baseline, but it is an important factor in establishing the quality of the school. ■
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Future-proofing global
business education

Organisations need game-changing leaders. Andrew
Main Wilson and Bodo Schlegelmilch explore several
disruptive themes that will impact the success of
business schools in rising to this challenge

G
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reat leadership is the lynchpin of sustainable, successful business. Profit and growth depends on leaders
who know what they want to achieve and understand how they can make a difference in the world.
The situation is obvious: the planet is under pressure. Resources are finite, global terrorism is rife, social
inequality is a prevailing issue.

The most innovative and dynamic business thinkers share a number of virtues: transparency and a willingness to
share ideas; great communication; great knowledge of their marketplace; and, perhaps most importantly, a long
term, sustainable view.
But putting this ethos into terms of leadership, the challenge great: as the global labour market becomes
increasingly heated and economies remain volatile and uncertain, businesses are crying out for a new breed of
leader to future-proof economies, ride the chaos and innovate through complexity.
In 2016, in an interview for AMBA’s magazine AMBITION, Paul Polman, then CEO of FMCG multi-national Unilver
explained there are basic skill-sets for which employers will always look: integrity is one of these things; being
hardworking probably comes second; and intelligence.
He also explained the world needs ‘different leaders’, who have a high level of awareness about what’s going on in
the world, a high level of engagement in wanting to do something about it, and who operate with humility and
humanity.
In saying that, they also need people skills as well as focus – and this presents a challenge for business schools in
developing these game-changing leaders. Over the following paragraphs, we will explore several disruptive themes
that will impact the success of business schools in rising to this challenge.
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New paradigms of success
In BGA’s publication Business Impact, earlier this year, we outlined our thoughts on some of the disruption affecting
business education. We explained that traditional business schools rely on full-time professors who spend most of
their time on research and are often also tasked with administrative duties. This model makes teaching expensive.
Blended learning or flipped classrooms can boost the bottom line. While these cost reductions seek efficiencies
within the existing business school model, they fail to question the rationale of the model itself. This is akin
to Blockbuster Video looking for cost savings when Netflix changed the rules of the game. We all know what
happened to Blockbuster: it went bust.

... business schools need to go beyond cosmetic
adjustments and consider fundamental changes to
their business models
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The real competition for many business schools comes from drastically different business models. First, there are
massive open online courses (MOOCs) aimed at open access via the internet. Other eLearning platforms work
independent of traditional business schools. MOOCs have shifted the competition from being between business
schools to between networks. These networks include a range of companies that team up to design and distribute
educational content.
To add another level of complexity to the competitive landscape, international consulting companies are
expanding their digital learning offerings. While these companies do not (yet) have the right to grant degrees and
typically offer a certificate on completion of their courses, it is ultimately arguable whether a certificate from a
prestigious consulting company such as McKinsey or PwC has more currency.
In addition, some degrees offered by traditional business schools are already giving credits for a variety of MOOC
certificates. Corporate universities and system integrators are encroaching on the traditional business school
market. Some corporations have built impressive campuses, where they not only train their own employees but
also those of selected partner companies.
Thus, traditional business schools face a myriad of competitive challenges. All of this suggests that the time for
‘business as usual’ is over. A few cosmetic changes to the existing business model will not be enough to secure
survival. In particular, business schools that are not among the top aspirational brands will need to adopt
alternative business models or risk becoming a casualty of the paradigmatic changes in the business environment.
Other innovations, such as adaptive learning and artificial intelligence (AI), are already emerging. Collectively, these
rapid technological changes indicate the end of ‘business as usual’. Traditional business schools will not be able to
survive without embracing fundamental changes in technology.
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Demand for sustainability
The increasing demand for sustainable businesses and products will have a profound influence on business schools.
But what does demand for sustainability mean and where does it come from?
According to the UN, sustainability refers to our concern that human activities should meet the needs of the
present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. At a more detailed level,
sustainability calls for the balancing of three fundamental dimensions: environmental protection, societal progress
and economic growth.
While business school teaching has traditionally focused on economic growth – the profit part of the three
sustainability dimensions – the other two dimensions, often labelled as ‘people and planet’, are increasingly gaining
centre stage.
However, most case discussions and lectures do not even question the primacy of profit as an outcome variable
of corporate value creation. Typically, business school teaching centres around how various elements of the value
chain can be optimised to increase profits.
The changing student demographic
The reasons for people taking an MBA or business degree are no longer financial. Our research shows that one
of the reasons people are choosing to complete MBAs is to take part in more ‘worthwhile’ things and make a
difference.
The leaders of the future need the knowledge and insight to know how to manage within a complex corporate,
but equally, they need the speed of thought, innovation and creativity to operate like the owner of a start-up.

Entrepreneurial flair should be in the DNA of a leader and this is something that all too often we forget as MBA
graduates go to work in larger corporations.
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Entrepreneurs don’t need to start a small business – small and large businesses both cannot exist without each
other. MBAs and leaders need to decide if they’re comfortable in one or other of these environments, with the
positions in large corporates being much more competitive.
In a fast-changing environment, speed and entrepreneurship is something business leaders have to continually
learn and hone… and business schools have to embrace.
Inspirational business school leaders
The start of May marked the beginning of AMBA and BGA’s busy international schedule and, this year, we hosted
the largest conference for business school Deans and Directors in the breath-taking city of Istanbul, Turkey.
The conference sessions were designed to challenge the status quo and explored topics that include poverty,
diversity, artificial intelligence (AI), collaboration, social media, disruption, MBA rankings, entrepreneurship, and
emerging markets.
With AI estimated to drive a productivity and consumption boost of up to $16 trillion USD by 2030, the majority of
CEOs acknowledge that AI technology will significantly change the way they do business in the coming years.
Rob McCargow, Director of AI at PwC, shared best practices on how business leadership should prioritise the
responsible adoption of technology, in a way that delivers measurable value while maintaining trust.
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Andrea Sianesi, Dean of MIP Politecnico di Milano Graduate School of Business, put the AI conversation into
the context of business education. Sianesi shared his thoughts on how AI can create a competitive advantage
for business schools and outlined how his school has developed an innovative AI platform, in partnership with
Microsoft, to ensure personalised, continuous learning for its students and alumni.
Francisco Veloso, Dean of one of the world’s most innovative business schools at Imperial College, shared his
vision of how technology is changing business education and discussed the creation of the Future of Management
Education Alliance, a collaborative initiative of leading business schools around the world.
On the topic of responsible management, UNICEF’s Chief Operating Officer, Claire Fox, explained how political
instability, global conflicts, and increasing climate change mean all sectors of society – and the education sector in
particular – have a crucial role to play in creating a safe, harmonious and sustainable world.
And Kader Kaneye, President and CEO of ILIMI African Development University shared his inspiring story of
creating a new business school in Niger, one of the least developed countries on Earth, while putting forward his
inspirational ambition to combine global best practice with management education that is relevant to the local
context.
At AMBA & BGA, our objective is to encourage business schools to embrace the environmental turbulences we
are experiencing. Not every change is a threat. Changes can also open up opportunities, but taking advantage of
changes requires the courage to chart new routes. And these routes may be very different for business schools with
varying resources, capabilities and purposes.

The future(s) of business schools
As we mentioned above, if a business school opts to continue with business as usual, it will soon encounter a
substantial drop in its MBA enrolment. A knee-jerk boost in advertising spend, increase in scholarships, and
reduction in teaching costs by bringing less-qualified instructors into MBA classrooms, will be insufficient.
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Such measures are unlikely to stop the downward spiral of fewer qualified students, lower income and a restricted
ability to make necessary investments.
Instead, business schools need to go beyond cosmetic adjustments and consider fundamental changes to their
business models. This starts with a realistic assessment of their resources and capabilities.
Schools have to think carefully about their resources, capabilities and, in particular, purpose. Before they settle on
a business model, schools need to gain clarity on a host of soul-searching questions: what constitutes success, for
business schools?
The role of AMBA & BGA
The Association of MBAs and Business Graduates Association (AMBA & BGA) has made it its mission to work with
business schools, employers, MBA students and graduates, to ensure quality management skills and a thirst for
lifelong learning are nurtured among those preparing to lead in our turbulent world.
Our organisation was first established in London in 1967 by eight MBA graduates; six had returned from Ivy League
business schools in the US and two had completed courses from London Business School.

About AMBA & BGA
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Spearheading excellence and trailblazing innovation, for more than 50 years the Association of MBAs and
Business Graduates Association (AMBA & BGA) has been the impartial authority on post-graduate management
education.
AMBA established that vision in 1967 and, in a volatile, uncertain world, it’s as relevant today as it was then.
We are committed to raising the profile and quality standards of business education internationally, for the
benefit of business schools, students and alumni, employers, communities and society.
• Our accreditation service is the global standard for all MBA, DBA and master’s degrees, currently
accrediting programmes from the top 2% of business schools in more than 75 countries
• Our Research and Insight Centre produces a rich body of reports exploring global trends in the business
education sector. This drives our global thought leadership and public affairs campaigns
• We are the only professional membership association that connects MBA students and graduates,
accredited business schools and MBA employers throughout the world
• Through our members, AMBA is building an international force for good, championing best practice,
responsible management and sustainability. Membership to AMBA means being part of an international
community of peers with access to business strategy thought leadership, career advice and knowledge,
and an MBA jobs portal
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• Our multi-award-winning events offer networking opportunities online and in person across all continents
in association with international corporate partners and thought leaders exclusively for our members and
accredited business schools
The Business Graduates Association (BGA) is an international membership and accreditation body of worldleading and high-potential business schools that share a commitment for responsible management practices
and lifelong learning, and that are looking to provide a positive impact on their students, communities and the
economy as a whole. We offer:
• Quality assurance services to business schools and similar institutions, aimed at continuous improvement
and positive impact to increase a business school’s credibility and influence
• Consultation and mentorship services to business schools to improve their marketing and admissions,
programme design, alumni interaction, teaching methods, and career development services
• Award-winning international events for business school professionals, focused on continuous learning
• Student and graduate membership, which includes social networking events worldwide, professional
development tools, a Career Development Centre, and much more
• Leading and award-winning content on responsible management, professional and personal growth, and
influence via the Business Impact content hub

The landscape of post graduate business education in Europe in the 1960s was virtually non-existent and the
group decided to set up a body that would raise the profile of business education and the MBA as a qualification,
generating a ripple effect across the continent.
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While the nature of post-recession economics makes future gazing impossible, the MBA provides skills required not
just by large corporates, but by charities, SMEs and start-ups, where there is an ongoing need for better trained and
qualified managers in the marketplace.
The MBA has always been respected - and always will be - but the approach to taking a business qualification
has evolved and there is a continual move to part time or executive MBAs as more people choose to remain in
employment while studying for financial reasons.
As such the accreditation criteria of both AMBA and BGA are focused on impact: the difference that business
schools are making to students’ career trajectories, economies, societies and the wider world.
Our accreditation criteria has evolved over time to incorporate digital infrastructure, celebrate innovation and
respect agility and flexibility. An AMBA and/or BGA accredited business school will have proven itself to be a leader
in the area of Education 4.0.
The world has reached a tipping point and is looking to leaders in business to play not only a pivotal role, but
possibly the lead role, in solving our planet’s resources, energy and social equality problems. We have to draw on
the strength of our network, to nurture sustainable change because there is no one thing any one company could
do to make this a more sustainable world.
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Reflecting once more our Global Conference, which we mentioned earlier in this piece – and focusing on the
strength of collaboration within the AMBA & BGA family – we came away from with a better understanding of the
seemingly insurmountable challenges we’re facing as an industry but, more importantly, encouraged that, as a
powerful network, we are in great shape to address them. ■

Andrew Main Wilson is Chief Executive of the Association of MBAs & Business Graduates Association
(AMBA & BGA), and Bodo Schlegelmilch is Chair of AMBA & BGA
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Motivations. Balancing the
differing needs of students

Diversity is not just about gender and nationality, it is
also about the reasons that students study an MBA.
Stuart Robinson explains

T
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he drive for diversity is a key issue for many business schools. Most business school professionals would
agree that it is important to have a diversity of gender, nationality and socioeconomic background in
students as well as staff.

Looking out at the faces of my current MBA class, the other diversity aspect that is striking is the range of
motivations for embarking on a course of study like the MBA. While colleagues and I are teaching a class, the
individual students within it can be interpreting the content and how it will serve their hopes, ambitions and plans
in very different ways.
It is very rewarding for an MBA teacher to have diversity in a classroom as this serves up the alternative opinions,
views and arguments that encourage breadth and depth of learning. However, it also brings with it the challenge of
addressing the different motivations of students and meeting their diverse objectives.
How do you ensure that programme design caters for different motivations? You certainly can’t design sessions on
one-by-one student needs.
I argue that we can identify five broad categories of student motivations, each calling for different approaches to be
combined in teaching. These are the Entrepreneur, Career Changer, Corporate Climber, Badge Acquirer and Lifelong
Learner.
The entrepreneur
Over the last decade, entrepreneurship has become a fundamental subject area at many schools and help with
developing entrepreneurial skills is a key need for students. In recent editions of the Tomorrows MBA study by
CarringtonCrisp and EFMD, entrepreneurship has consistently been in the top 10 of most-demanded subjects.

At Exeter we have a dedicated entrepreneurship research centre and, like many schools, we find increasing numbers
of students using their MBA as a springboard for launching new ventures.
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So what do these entrepreneurially inclined students need from an MBA programme?

To best serve the diverse needs of students, the MBA
should be an integral part of the wider business
school and university, partnering with other areas on
research, teaching and opportunities for students. I
think the best business education is one that reflects
the full breadth and depth of business activity that
students will encounter in the real world

First is space and encouragement to experiment and put ideas into practice. For many, an MBA programme is seen
as a safe environment in which to try to new business concepts and develop skills through initiatives such as startup competitions and Dragons’ Den-style panels.
Second is access to mentors for support, whether that is faculty, alumni or corporate partners.
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Finally, is the help to turn ideas into reality and advice on how to access early-stage funding opportunities.
The career changer
An MBA is seen by many as the springboard to a significant career change. According to GMAC’s 2018 Alumni
Perspectives Survey, approximately one in three prospective MBAs plan to use their management education to
pursue opportunities in new industries (27%) or job functions they have not worked in before (36%).
In addition to industry or career, it sometimes means just doing something utterly different. For example, Exeter
MBA alumna Sandra Norval trained as an accountant and her career had taken her into a senior environmental role
in a rail operator.
But for Sandra, the MBA at Exeter supported a significant change in direction. Since graduation in 2014, she has set
up her own professional coaching and business change consultancy, leading her into several senior advisories and
non-executive board roles.
The fundamental nature of an MBA gives people like Sandra exposure to a host of different management
disciplines. For many Career Changers, some of the softer leadership skills such as influencing and working with
others are particularly important.
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These students place an emphasis on networking and CV-building, and career support needs to be clearly linked to
the content of the programme. Ultimately this group of students are focused on taking up opportunities to learn
what it is like to work in different organisations and contexts. Activities such as individual consulting projects, which
many business schools run, are particularly valued and can act as a catalyst for a career change.
The corporate climber
The third group of students are those concerned with using an MBA as a means of promotion and increasing salary
within their current organisation. This is especially true with part-time or executive MBA students and with full-time
students fortunate enough to have an employer that is supporting their MBA.
For Corporate Climbers, the focus is on acquiring knowledge, skills and behaviours that can add to their personal
reputation and build up their confidence to tackle new roles.
For example, Nick Beilby, supported through his MBA by his employer, Centrax, found that he was able to use the
knowledge, skills and vision he gained from his MBA at Exeter in the workplace. This, along with the opportunity to
engage with other students to share ideas from their industries and perspectives, was key to accelerating his career
progression in his organisation.
Measurement and accredited learning are something that this group values, which means that business
schools need learning assessment systems that create impact back in the workplace. With the advent of Degree
Apprenticeships in the UK, where business schools have the dual customer of individual and organisation, the
Corporate Climber type of student is becoming more common.
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The badge acquirer
For this group, a masters degree is the pinnacle of academic achievement. Having the letters ‘MBA’ after their name
is a major motivation for many students. Their thinking is that an MBA represents a ‘finishing school’ from which
they are ready to go on and pursue a variety of career goals.
Similarly to the Career Changer, Badge Acquirers may not have well-formed career goals beyond that of completing
the MBA programme successfully. As with Career Changers, they will, however, place a great focus on career
support and coaching that can help them prepare for life post-graduation.
This group will also attach significant importance to a business school’s performance in rankings, accreditations and
awards as these add credibility and perceived value to their MBA qualification.
The lifelong learner
Finally, there are a group of students that can be labelled Lifelong Learners, for whom an MBA is one step of many
they take in continuing their professional education. In the 2019 Tomorrow’s MBA study by CarringtonCrisp and
EFMD, when asked about study motivations, prospective students placed “I had always planned to do an MBA as part
of my personal development” second only to “improving earning potential.”
For these students, the focus is on how they can use an MBA to expand on previous education and learning to
build for the future. They may be attracted by the intellectual avenues that MBA study can open and may value
connections with the wider university beyond the business school itself. Within this group will be some that
consider a PhD and an academic career as possible routes forward.

The variety of motivations that students bring to the MBA calls for careful responses from programme designers.
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First, it underlines the importance of the functions and learning opportunities that sit around a core MBA
curriculum. This can include entrepreneurial and new business incubation support, career services, project
opportunities with external organisations and executive coaching.
To best serve the diverse needs of students, the MBA should be an integral part of the wider business school
and university, partnering with other areas on research, teaching and opportunities for students. I think the best
business education is one that reflects the full breadth and depth of business activity that students will encounter
in the real world.
Second, it supports yet another argument about why a business school must have an engaged alumni community.
The relationship with an MBA student needs to be treated as a lifetime commitment not just the one or two years of
study, with alumni relations needing to be an integral part of programme design and development.
Third, corporate connections with organisations ranging from large corporates to small start-ups as well as from the
public sector to the third sector are vital. All can be valid and valuable partners in business school programmes.
MBA students want the holistic experience of learning and engaging with organisations and individuals outside
the classroom. In this regard, the MBA programme design needs to look at how an external network of different
partners can be built and maintained.

Finally, it points to the value of efforts that recognise, guide and value students as individuals. This is work that,
given the limited time available in many contemporary programmes, must begin on day one and be maintained
throughout the programme and after graduation. ■
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Dr Stuart Robinson is the Associate Dean (Professional Education) at the University of Exeter Business
School, Exeter, UK
This article was originally published in EFMD Global Focus Issue 1 Volume 14 www.globalfocusmagazine.com
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International
learning ‘4.0’

Internationalisation is a high-priority issue for business
schools but Anna Blombäck, Yvonne Carlisle, Andrew
Gaudes and Ulrich Hommel ask if they are reacting in
the right way
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nternationalisation is a high-priority issue for business schools as they seek international applicants for their
degree programmes, source faculty talent globally, interact with non- academic stakeholders abroad and
establish campuses overseas.

In this article we challenge whether business schools undertake such activities for reasons and in ways that are
conducive to international learning for students. Based on the notion that an international dimension is essential
for management education and student learning, we elaborate why current practices are not fully capturing the
potential benefits.
We then turn to the organisation of international learning, initially in a more traditional context and subsequently
by exploring how current sector dynamics can act as an accelerator for further innovation and development. The
underpinning conjecture is that international learning would benefit from an ‘Industry 4.0’-type transformation.
Internationalisation involves a process of integrating an international perspective into the purpose and legitimacy
of management education. More concretely, international learning intends to develop competencies in students
that enable them to manage in culturally diverse environments. They are acquiring the ability to perceive, analyse
and utilise cultural differences in pursuit of well-defined business objectives.
By extending the boundaries of personal comfort zones beyond cultural divides, students are transformed into
international citizens. As such, they become sought-after graduates due to their ability to reflect and articulate the
competencies required to help organisations succeed in the international arena.
International learning is conventionally described and managed in structural terms such as geographical diversity
in the classroom (with regards to origin of both students and faculty), international curriculum and case study work,
and student mobility.

In addition, proxies such as international partnership portfolios – including reputable business schools and
multinational organisations – are used to verify the international standard of management education.
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But what often appears missing is a more explicit understanding of what internationalisation means in the context
of learning; that is, moving beyond coverage of different geographies in the facilitation and management of
learning outcomes, which all too often suffers from institutional decoupling.

In the 4.0 world, business schools will be required
to bring the global marketplace into the ‘classroom’
and encourage students to explore the challenges
and intricacies of doing business overseas

Intercultural mix in the classroom will not automatically lead to an adequate amalgam in terms of learning; a good
track record of graduates entering international management careers could also be related to personal attributes
rather than the learning experience provided by the school. The ultimate litmus test is whether students are
acquiring the ability to manage effectively in diverse cultural contexts.
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How, then, can business schools successfully transform their approach and secure an influence on this particular
aspect of students’ learning?
We are proposing to turn the described practice on its head and apply a framework that borrows from the wellknown structure-conduct- performance paradigm.
At its core is ‘conduct’, which represents the design of the learning activity (the ‘doing’); this needs to be supported
by ‘structure’, implying the supply and diversity of learning resources (‘inputs’); and should lead to some form of
measurable ‘performance’ (‘outputs’).
Assurance of learning serves as a glue between these components, ensuring systematic reinforcement and also
supporting the interlinkage between programme objectives and institutional strategy.
Ultimately, the three elements of content, pedagogy and assessment must be aligned as interrelated components.
Curriculum design must allow for the cultural contextualisation of academic methodologies and practical
narratives, which needs to be facilitated with targeted learning activities, for example involving cultural immersion
(such as study tours, group activities, mentoring and internships).

Activities that are typically deemed extracurricular and all too often off the radar screen of programme
management, can equally assume central importance (foreign language training, exploration of social and business
contexts overseas, as well as foreign art, music and folklore).
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Faculty, staff and other stakeholders involved in degree provision need to embrace an intellectual immersion
experience that offers and affords the same learning path as their students. Often, though, these stakeholders are
caught in a complexity where management on the basis of crude proxies is considered state-of-the-art.
Organisational inertia and limited rewards (financial or otherwise) have prevented a stronger focus in the
proposed direction. This is likely to change as ‘Industry 4.0’ principles put pressure on business schools to transform
management education and to accept the role of prospectors who disrupt – through the embracing of new
advanced technologies with increased focus on the facilitation of students’ skills and competencies - rather than
that of reactors who wait to be disrupted.
As we are moving to what we refer to as ‘International Learning 4.0 business school’ physical space and geography
are becoming marginalised in importance. Taking the ‘Wow Room’ at IE (a Spanish business school) as an example,
virtual classrooms can create an in-class experience comparable to face-to-face instruction.
Virtual work spaces coupled with modern communications media that our students have been born into can
facilitate project work carried out by geographically dispersed students (this article, has for example been written
using Google Docs, which allowed all co-authors to work on the same document simultaneously).
Technology-induced shrinkage of distance promises to increase cultural diversity in business schools and the
workplace, thereby making competencies of dealing with cultural differences even more important. It is not only

the competencies of the student that is a consideration here. It is also those of faculty who teach. Training and
development in new technologies and awareness of new teaching environments will be critical to success.
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In the 4.0 world, business schools will be required to bring the global marketplace into the ‘classroom’ and
encourage students to explore the challenges and intricacies of doing business overseas.
Current trends such as the spread of ‘flipped classroom’ pedagogy and the more widespread use of real-life (‘dirty’)
cases will act as propellers of this development. Structural diversity, which has largely been at the centre of the
international learning agenda for the wrong reasons, is becoming a conditio sine qua non for realising the full
potential of 4.0 within our proposed framework.
There is now a need for a business school to consider the strategic fit between its international relations policy, its
structural diversity and networks, and its intended learning outcomes.
Globally top-ranked business schools are often found in the vicinity of large business centres, suggesting that
students in more remote locations struggle to gain the same access to practitioner knowledge and who may also
need to undertake extra efforts to gain the attention of future employers. Virtual learning spaces across curriculum
specialisms will help to overcome such locational disadvantages.
In turn, businesses will increasingly use virtual learning spaces to support global talent recruitment (and
universities would be well served to do the same). The benefits will however not be spread in a Pareto fashion.
The value derived from business degrees will shrink for some, as the competitive intensity for relevant business
education increases; at the same time, the access to that education (whether it be in an academic or non-academic
environment) will become more ubiquitous.

More fundamentally, our proposition for a more activity-focused experiential approach to managing international
learning is also a response to a potentially radical shift in future global education requirements.
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Jack Ma, founder of the Alibaba Group, for example, framed this challenge at the 2018 World Economic Forum,
arguing that education needs to shift away from communicating knowledge, towards developing skill sets and
abilities that foster and complement new technologies and expanding global processes.
This revised focus of management education demands new thought, not only with regard to curriculum design
but also with a focus on faculty training and composition. The translation of theoretical knowledge to learning
in practice is not intuitive. Likewise, specialised professors with strong academic records but limited practical
experience are not necessarily the best facilitators of cross-cultural learning.
The virtual bridging of geographical distance will play an important role in encompassing ethics, responsibility and
sustainability more broadly into a student’s learning experience.
Student cohorts are now encouraged to practise managerial decision-making in physically distant and
geographically dispersed project management activities. As a result, virtual mobility will allow students to engage
in a different form of discourse, enabling the development of a global perspective that credibly extends beyond
mature markets. It will also foster the students’ reflective ability to understand how society is impacted by business
decisions.
The Industry 4.0 transformation delivers challenges as well as opportunities for business schools operating in a
global context. With regard to international learning, business schools will need to ensure an international exposure
for all their students.

The virtualisation of learning with emerging technologies will help to break down the economic, intellectual and
emotional barriers that have so far prevented students from acquiring immersive experiences.
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It will be an exciting experience for everybody involved in management education. ■
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Lifelong learning is
key to business and
employee success
Lifelong learning is more than a strategy to develop employees
and foster retention. AACSB International considers the
environment, challenges, and opportunities related to lifelong
learning and talent management
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wenty-five years ago, the popular catchphrase often used to characterize change in the business sector was
‘paradigm shift.’ This terminology evokes a gradual transition from one way of doing things to another in a
manner that facilitates a change in how things are done overall. Today the term is ‘disruption.’ The difference
is more than a semantic one.

Today, disruption signifies a pace and scope of change that demands a remarkably versatile effort to help
employees and employers not only keep up, but anticipate change and adapt. Disruption is not just about the
way an industry does things; it is also about the knowledge, abilities, and roles of the individuals who work in
that industry. Disruption is the problem that must be addressed. Lifelong learning that builds and rebuilds the
employee’s skills is the solution.
As a consequence of this evolving environment, new demands are being placed on the ability of employees to
learn new skills. To meet those demands, we must combine the experience and talents of business educators
with business professionals to co-create learning solutions. The lines between training and development and
education—including continuing and executive education—are blurring. Business practitioners and educators
must work together to meet the rapid need for continuous learning—a key pathway to achieving innovation on all
levels. Finding a means to provide lifelong learning is the responsibility of the entire business continuum.
Ultimately, talent managers and human resources directors hold the responsibility to foster a culture of lifelong
learning and development. Building and maintaining this culture is probably one of the greatest demands facing a
human resources or talent manager today, and if it is not a part of the job description for any talent professional, it
should be.
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There are two new resources available to which talent professionals can turn to inform their thinking. AACSB
International—The Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB) recently released the report To
Empower Learning Over a Lifetime, developed in partnership with Chief Learning Officer magazine, that examines
best practices being employed by academia and business to address lifelong learning.
The report was based on findings from a survey of 424 human resources and talent professionals in the United
States who were asked about the challenges that exist in bringing about a culture that meets the need for
education and learning—one that is continual over the course of a career. The second resource, the AACSB Industry

... the need for lifelong learning is not going to diminish,
and just as the environment grows more complex and
challenging to the employer and the employee, so too
is the effort to engage and educate
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Brief: Lifelong Learning and Talent Management considers the challenges and opportunities in lifelong learning that
talent managers face and summarizes the perspectives of the AACSB Board of Directors and Business Practices
Council.
The survey and report identify a significant difference between delivering a program of lifelong learning
and fostering a culture of continuous learning. Simply put, there is too much complexity in today’s business
environment to expect that employers can anticipate and direct all of the learning and development needs of their
employees. Ultimately it is the employee who has to embrace opportunities and adopt a mindset of learning in
order for the benefits to be achieved.
The importance of lifelong learning
Numerous studies have shown that investment in learning and development does create a competitive advantage
for organizations. Recognition of the role of learning was evident in responses to the chief learning officer (CLO)
survey, with 82 percent of talent management professionals stating that they have been tasked with fostering
lifelong learning among their employees, and nearly three-quarters of them saying that it is a critical or important
part of their talent strategy. The reasons are numerous.
Over half of respondents stated that a learning environment helps them meet the challenges of a disruptive market,
and half stated that it helps the organization attract and retain talent in critical roles. The latter can be considered
an essential attribute in the United States, where the average employee with a college degree has an average
tenure of 5.2 years with an employer.
Beyond the retention and attraction of employees, however, is the need for those in the workforce to have skills
that are relevant to the competitiveness of the organization itself. By ensuring that a methodology is in place for

continuous learning, organizations are able to be more agile, meet the challenges of disruption, and retain their
relevance in today’s market.
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To accomplish this objective and to mark progress, the survey found that nearly half of the organizations we spoke
with track the progress of lifelong learning into employee performance evaluations and are engaged in regularly
surveying employees. One in three organizations track the hours of learning that are being delivered to employees,
as well as measure productivity over time to assess the impact.
Finally, the importance of engaging employees and getting their input into learning becomes a means to
strengthen the relationship with the individuals in a workforce. This cooperation demonstrates that an organization
cares about its employees as more than just assets of the company.
Strategies to empower learners
The industry brief on lifelong learning and talent management states that the shift to lifelong learning means the
world will have a larger, more diverse pool of learners than ever before and that a resulting implication of that fact
is that learners themselves must take on more responsibility. This responsibility includes assessing their own needs
and identifying learning opportunities to address them.
This view was affirmed in the survey report, as well, where there was almost a universal sentiment among
respondents that employees should be ultimately responsible for their own lifelong learning, and 61 percent of
respondents said that employees should be solely responsible.
But there was also strong sentiment from survey respondents that business organizers and education providers also
have responsibility to help pave the way for those employees in their learning journey. The role of the organization

belongs more in the realm of ensuring that employees are empowered to learn by providing guidance about
opportunities that may be available and how and when to best access them.
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The organization’s role as a guide is partially due to the fact that the avenues for engaging in lifelong learning
are varied. A majority of businesses look to professional associations that offer credentialing as well as to other
providers of education that have emerged, like online career platforms.
But nearly half of respondents to the CLO survey stated that they will be looking in the future for universities and
colleges to play a stronger role in offering credentials that are not associated with earning a degree, such as badges
of achievement and certificates. This shift signals an important need to deepen the relationship between employers
and universities.
Whatever the strategy, it is clear that both employees and employers are starting to expect that ‘what is best’ for an
individual is a decision usually not made for the individual but rather a decision made in partnership with or by the
employee with the input of the employer.
Different approaches valued for different reasons
As noted in the industry brief, learners want not only new knowledge, they want to be able to demonstrate their
achievement. Consequently, there has been a proliferation of mechanisms that signify achievement including
degrees, certificates, licenses, or other means to credential an individual.
Credentials serve the important function of enabling organizations to track success, but it is essential that any
credentialing program provide clarity about the learning content and reassurance that what is being taught will, in
the end, have value and be applicable in the workplace.
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Looking at various categories—certifications, certificates or digital badges, licenses, master’s degrees, bachelor’s
degrees, and dual degrees—certifications and licenses were highly rated by survey respondents because they
made clear what would be achieved by obtaining them and that learners will be able to apply the skills acquired as
a result.
Degrees, on the other hand, were well rated for being highly transferable, credible, and, of course, transportable
with the learner. Degrees are universally understood. Certificates and earned badges were valued because they are
highly accessible, but were not as highly rated when considering their credibility and transferability.
There are also varied pathways for attaining credentials. In the CLO survey, with regard to the future of learning,
four out of five respondents thought that formal learning will increasingly become more stylized for the individual
rather than being standardized for a large group of students or learners and, perhaps related, will be much more
likely to occur online than in a formalized classroom. Three-fourths believed that this stylization also afforded the
opportunity for learning to be organized more in groups or teams as opposed to individual self-study and will be
self-managed by employees rather than by the organization that employs them.
And in recognition of trends underway, just over half of respondents—56 percent—believed that new learning
platforms could involve gamification, artificial intelligence, and virtual and augmented reality. But it is also clear that
the means for learning must be affordable and accessible. In that respect, digital pathways can offer a great deal.
Participants involved in developing the industry brief noted that advances in digital learning, as well as learning
analytics and virtual and augmented reality, all serve not only to increase the quality of lifelong learning but also to
increase the ability to provide access.
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Active engagement and input of managers
Lifelong learning in an organization’s culture doesn’t just happen. Managers can help develop an environment that
encourages lifelong learning in ways that will ultimately be of benefit to both the organization and the employee.
The role of managers—those who will not only help guide the employee in their effort but also hold a position to
help apply and reward the learning—is extremely important in the success of that culture. Ultimately, managers
themselves are accountable for the learning in their organization.
How did respondents believe this new culture would be accomplished? Mentoring and coaching programs were
identified by two out of three as being the preferred means by which to support learners, followed by the provision
of direct feedback mechanisms between manager and employee.
Other means for fostering learning included content library subscriptions that were open to employees and
guidance programs for learning as it relates to employee career paths. In addition, 40 percent of survey respondents
stated that programs whereby managers were held accountable for the development of employees were
important, and 35 percent cited the role of toolkits and job aids to support managers in that effort.
As noted in the industry brief, the global shift to lifelong learning is only beginning to gain traction and lacks a
universally accepted definition. Certainly the business environment is changing on every level, without and within,
at a growing pace and with a breadth and depth that is unmatched. That makes the role of a talent manager much
more daunting than it was only a decade ago and obviously means that the role of a talent professional today also
demands its own path of lifelong learning.
The findings of the survey report strongly suggest that talent leaders see important roles for business organizations
and education providers to partner with one another to identify, create, and deliver the learning opportunities that

are needed. In addition, there will clearly be a heavier reliance on technology, personalization, and social learning,
which are changing the way we define and develop learning opportunities, leading to new ways of unbundling and
combining approaches previously thought to be independent.
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Each of the stakeholders in lifelong learning—the organizations and their talent professionals, employees who
want to learn, and the education providers who can offer the means and certification of that learning—has an
important role to play in shaping the future competitiveness of the employer and the employee.
Organizations need to stake out their own needs to identify the skills and credentials their staff will require to get
the job done. They must position their managers in a way to make them successful coaches who in turn should
be reaching out to educators of all kinds and among varied platforms. Employees have to recognize that they are
engaged in this effort, take responsibility for their learning, and be incentivized to be hungry for new opportunities
to learn.
Finally, educators need to vary their offerings to ensure that all types of learning and credentialing are ready and
accessible, either in person or virtually, to expand the pathways to lifelong learning. Clearly, the need for lifelong
learning is not going to diminish, and just as the environment grows more complex and challenging to the
employer and the employee, so too is the effort to engage and educate. That means there is no reason to expect a
lessening in demand, but that in fact, as the value of learning grows, the demand will continue to expand in volume
and in need. ■

AACSB International—The Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB) connects
educators, students, and business to achieve a common goal: to create the next generation of great
leaders
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How elite universities
shape upward mobility
into top jobs
Seth Zimmerman examines evidence that shows
business-focussed degree programmes have a large
effect on attaining high-income jobs
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raduates of top universities hold a large share of leadership positions in big firms. At the same time, elite
universities are aiming to expand access to middle- and low-income students. Yet, it is unclear whether
the benefits of attending top universities accrue to students from poor backgrounds. This column
examines new evidence from Chile and finds that admission to highly selective, business-focused degree
programmes has very large effects on the rates at which male students from wealthy backgrounds attain top jobs
and incomes, but little or no effect for female students and non-wealthy male students.
Do elite universities help students from modest backgrounds make it to the top of the economic ladder? This is an
old question in the social science literature (eg. Sorokin 1925, Miller 1949, Useem and Karabel 1986, Temin 1999),
the stakes of which have grown in recent years as top income shares have increased (Atkinson et al. 2011, Alvaredo
et al. 2013). It is a fact that graduates of top universities hold large shares of leadership positions in big firms (Capelli
and Hamori 2004), and that top universities around the world count expanding access to middle- and low-income
students among their core institutional goals (eg. Lewis 1997).
Yet, it is unclear whether universities play a causal role in helping students reach top jobs, and, if they do, whether
the benefits of attendance accrue to students from poor backgrounds. The challenge in sorting out universities’
causal role is that the traits rewarded in college admissions—intelligence, determination, family wealth—are also
rewarded in the workforce (eg. Dale and Krueger 2002). Universities that admit the best students may have the best
outcomes for graduates even if they play no causal role themselves.
In a recent paper, I present new evidence from Chile that indicates that admission to highly selective, businessfocused degree programmes has very large effects on the rates at which students attain top jobs and top incomes,
but that these benefits accrue only to male students from wealthy backgrounds – not to female students, nor
to non-wealthy male students (Zimmerman forthcoming). I isolate the effect of admission using discontinuous
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admissions rules: at each programme, admission depends on a composite score of grades and entrance exams.
Applicants just above the admission cut-off are very similar to those just below, except that they get in and students
below do not.
Figure 1 shows that, for students on the edge of admission to elite business programmes between the mid-1970s
and early 1990s, getting one more question right on an entrance exam has big effects on the chance of reaching, by
the 2010s, an income in the top 0.1% of the income distribution (upper panel) and of becoming a top manager at a
publicly-traded firm (lower panel). Pooling all students together, the discontinuous jump at the admissions cut-off
shows that admission raises rates of top income attainment by 51% and leadership by 44%.

One policy lesson to be drawn is that convincing
low-SES students to enrol in selective universities
may not by itself be enough to expand access to
top jobs and top incomes
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Figure 1a. Effect of admission on top income and leadership attainment
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Figure 1b. Effect of admission on top income and leadership attainment
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However, splitting by gender shows that the overall effect comes from bigger gains for male students, coupled
with no gains at all for women. Splitting further within male students shows that the only male students for whom
admission raises rates of top attainment are those who attended high-tuition private high schools, which is best
interpreted here as a proxy for family socioeconomic status (SES).
These are big effects. For example, the difference in the admissions effect for men versus women is equal to 36% of
the gender gap in top income attainment for students at top programmes. The difference in the admissions effect
by high-school type is equal to 54% of the gap between students at top programmes in those two groups.
Put another way, a back-of-the-envelope calculation suggests that the causal effects of admission to elite business
programmes are large enough to account for 10-15% of the count of top positions held by all individuals who
ever take the college admissions exam, despite the fact that students at top programmes make up less than 2% of
exam-takers. In short, the causal effects of admission to elite business-focused degree programmes have big effects
on the population of top income earners and corporate leadership at the national level, and expand, rather than
reduce, gaps in top attainment by gender and socioeconomic status.
Why men from wealthy backgrounds gain more
Why do men from wealthy backgrounds gain so much more than other students from attending top businessfocused programmes? One possibility is that women and low-socioeconomic status men also benefit from top
programmes, but start from too low a rung to reach the top of the income ladder. This does not seem to be the
case: on average, admission does not raise income for these groups at all, while gains for high-SES men are large.
A second possibility is that women and low-SES men are less interested in careers in business. But these students
go on to work in similar sectors to high-SES men. A third possibility is that high-SES men are better prepared to
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succeed academically. But students from the best public schools in Chile—where college entrance exam scores are
similar to those in best private schools—do not benefit from admission, and graduation rates for women are higher
than those for men, even though labour market effects are smaller.
A comparison with medical degree programmes is informative. Medical degrees are similar to elite business degree
programmes in that they admit only top-scoring students and in that earnings for those students are very high on
average. They differ in that medical students are very unlikely to lead large companies or have incomes in the top
0.1% of the income distribution. As first shown in Hastings et al. (2013), admission to selective medical programmes
leads to large earnings gains for low-SES students.
In particular, admission to top medical programmes closes gaps by SES and gender in rates of attainment of
incomes on average and near, but not at, the top of the distribution—the top 10%, for example, but not the top
0.1%. This holds even though patterns of achievement by group are similar to those in business programmes.
That elite education expands gaps by gender and SES appears to be a feature of business careers, not of academic
content nor the Chilean economy as a whole. The returns to elite education for women and lower-SES men are not
zero on all career paths, but are zero on the paths most likely to lead high-SES men to the very top of the income
distribution.
One way that business careers may stand out from careers in other fields is in the importance of peer networks.
Research on managerial behaviour at big firms shows that social ties between top executives play a role in
determining firm behaviour (Fracassi and Tate 2012, Shue 2013, Fracassi 2016). If high-SES male students are
better able to form valuable peer ties while at school, this could explain why they gain from admission while other
students do not. Studies of friendship formation among college students (Marmaros and Sacerdote 2006, Mayer
and Puller 2008) show that ties are more likely to form between demographically similar students. Relationships
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with high-SES men may be especially valuable from the perspective of professional advancement, and may be most
accessible for students already in that group.
The peer ties channel does appear to be important: high-SES men who gain admission to top business programmes
become more likely to lead the same firms as other high-SES men who are their school peers, but not with nonpeers or with peers from other backgrounds. Several studies have shown that peer ties affect early-career jobfinding (Marmaros and Sacerdote 2002, Arcidiacono and Nicholson 2005). They also seem to affect who makes it to
top jobs over the long run.
Conclusion and policy implications
The conclusion that elite education expands gaps by SES and gender for students pursuing business careers comes
from data on Chilean students who applied to college beginning in the 1970s and reached their career peaks by the
2000s and 2010s. How likely is it to generalise to other settings? Some simple descriptive statistics suggest that it
may.
Adjusted for purchasing power, per capita income in Chile is similar to Eastern European states such as Poland
(World Bank 2016). Chile is an unequal country, but not more so than many others. Top 1% shares are similar to the
US, Colombia, and Argentina (Fairfield and Jorratt De Luis 2015). Rates of intergenerational mobility are similar to
the US and UK (Núñez and Miranda 2011, Solon 1992, Björklund and Jäntti 1997). Rates of educational attainment in
Chile today are also similar to the US (OECD 2012). This is a topic awaiting further research, but there is little reason
to think the Chilean case is unique.
One policy lesson to be drawn is that convincing low-SES students to enrol in selective universities may not by
itself be enough to expand access to top jobs and top incomes. Integrating social networks at these institutions by
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gender and social background is also important. A number of recent studies (Rao forthcoming, Lowe 2018) provide
evidence supporting the ‘contact hypothesis’—that people from different backgrounds become friends when
pushed to interact—but results thus far focus on younger children and/or relatively low-stakes outcomes. Does
something similar hold for high-stakes choices at the top of the career ladder? The answer to this question
has important implications for the efficacy of elite universities in integrating not just the well off, but the economic
elite. ■

Seth Zimmerman is Assistant Professor of Economics at the University of Chicago Booth School of
Business
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The business of
business schools
Kai Peters, Howard Thomas and Rick Smith suggest that
while much has been written about business schools
from historical and critical perspectives not enough has
emerged from an additional viewpoint – the lens of the
business of business schools
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ne can use any number of lenses to analyse the development of business schools over the past hundred
or so years. But we now need an additional viewpoint – the lens of the business of business schools.

The historical lens
Rakesh Khurana, the renowned Harvard business school professor, has outlined the history and evolution of US
business schools from their beginning in the late 19th and early 20th century. He shows how business schools
evolved from, effectively, vocational trade schools through to their present state. He cites the tremendous influence
that the Ford and Carnegie studies of 1959 had in the repositioning of business schools from practical institutions
into academic behemoths.
These two studies, known as the Foundation Studies, are central to an understanding of business education and the
business of business schools for every dean and senior business school manager around the world.
As Khurana outlines, foundations, between 1900 and 1935, provided 64% of all grants to US universities both for
new initiatives and for existing institutions and thus their money has had tremendous influence over the direction
of education.
After the second world war, both the Carnegie and Ford Foundations felt that business schools needed to
professionalise and grow beyond their origins. Importantly, in the midst of the Cold War poor-quality business
education was seen to threaten the health of the economy, democracy and the American way of life. By 1960, $35
million had been donated to a handful of business schools. And with that much money at stake, there were strings
attached.

Schools were to professionalise, with faculty holding doctorates and producing graduate-level academic
publications; students were to be taught quantitative methods and behavioural sciences – and only those
academically qualified were to be admitted.
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And, while not obviously stated but clearly understood, schools were to have an anti-communist, pro-business and
clearly capitalist orientation. While the grants that flowed in the 1950s set the scene, the 1959 Foundation Studies

The ‘storm’ of rankings changed everything. In
simple terms and for better or worse, the advent
of rankings in 1987 marked the dawn of the era of
business schools as businesses with the rules of the
game laid down by the Foundation Studies

codified the expectations and created the framework for the dominant business school model and paradigm that
still, for better or worse, exists today.
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This paradigm also formed the basis for a second crucial driver in the business of business schools. In a 2005 article
for AACSB’s BizEd, Andy Policano, then Dean of UC Irvine in the US, wrote:
“Few people can remember what it was like before 1987 – what I call the year before the storm. It was a time when
business school deans could actually focus on improving the quality of their schools’ educational offerings. Discussions
about strategic marketing were confined mostly to the marketing curriculum. PR firms were hired by businesses, not
business schools. Most business schools had sufficient facilities, but few buildings had marble floors, soaring atriums,
or plush carpeting. Public university tuition was affordable for most students, and even top MBA programs were
accessible to students with high potential but low GMAT scores.”
The ‘storm’ of rankings changed everything. In simple terms and for better or worse, the advent of rankings in
1987 marked the dawn of the era of business schools as businesses with the rules of the game laid down by the
Foundation Studies.
Now, 30 years later, these rules of the game continue but have also evolved in the present era of disruption. As
authors, our forthcoming book, Disruption in Business Education, Emerald Publishing 2017, investigates these
challenges.
The business lens
As an organising principle in considering the management of the business school and the associated activities and
offerings, consider a simple value chain (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1.
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Figure 2.
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Not every school is active across the whole spectrum of programme possibilities and not all value chains will
therefore carry the same relevance. Depending on the unique situation of each institution, the overall value chain
will be re-configured to reflect the business system and processes of each level of a business school’s offerings and
activities.
At each level, beginning with undergraduate education and proceeding along a probably arbitrary age-influenced
continuum, there are different components that comprise that chain, drivers that are relevant, and the skills and
competencies a school requires at that level. In sales and marketing terms, undergraduate education is a businessto-consumer and consumers-parent proposition with a path to market largely influenced by centralised placement
services such as UCAS in the UK.
As one progresses along the age spectrum, the business-to-consumer model holds true for pre-experience
postgraduate students but a centralised recruitment system no longer exists. For postgraduate, post-experience
candidates, as for open-programme executive candidates, business-to-business consumer marketing is required
and for executive education, business-to-business relationship marketing is needed.
Income varies considerably along this spectrum. For all of the business-to-consumer and business-to-business
consumer programmes, income per day, what we phrase the ‘revenue-delivered-view’ is a straight-forward
calculation of tuition x classroom occupancy/days taught.
For customised executive education and similar business to business activities, a comparable calculation sometimes
holds true.
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More often than not, however, day rates are contractually fixed and are not a direct factor of participant numbers.
The variance in income is tremendous. Where custom organisation development consulting can generate
only €2,000 per faculty day, the pricey US EMBA programmes can generate €200,000 per faculty day. Between
undergraduate and postgraduate programmes, revenue can easily vary between €2,000 per day and €30,000 per
day.
While we do not propose running business schools purely on the basis of income per day, surely knowing income
per day could aid in sensible decision making. Alas, we do not see many schools calculate along these lines.
Beyond income levels per activity, equally important to examine are the increasing elements of disruption and
substitution that have come to play a significant role in the business school landscape.
Schools increasingly face ‘make or buy’ decisions at practically each stage of the value chain. At one end of the
spectrum there are schools where almost everything is managed and delivered in-house. At the other end, there are
schools that function largely as co-ordinating mechanisms for the purchasing of external services. At nearly every
stage of the continuum there are now complementary service providers who will come to the aid of schools to help
them provide needed capabilities.
The undergraduate value chain illustrated in Figure 2 is an example of the various stages in the educational process.
‘Finding students’ has become an industry in itself. Nearly 40% of international students are recruited via agents
overall, with about 55% of students in Australia and 11% of students in the US forming the ‘bookends’.
While many agents are small operations, increasing numbers of large players have emerged who recruit, often
house and sometimes teach foundation degrees and pre-sessional English to students.
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While most business schools supplement core teaching capacity with adjuncts and associates for special skills
and flexibility, a school can, and many do, use only adjuncts to teach. In the past year, we have become aware of
specialist agencies who supply a roster of teaching capacity to a number of London-based branch campuses of
regional UK universities.
Providing students with technology or, better said, providing white-label online education is also a big business.
Business schools can source provision in exchange for income-sharing arrangements with a significant number of
potential partners who will build single programmes or a whole range of programmes, including MOOCs.
Finally, to round things off, business schools can be set up and run using degree-awarding powers from another
educational provider.
At the moment, there are over 700,000 students studying for UK degrees outside the UK. This is more than the
number of students actually studying at degree-awarding institutions inside the UK.
The services, noted above, do not come cheap nor minus attached strings. Getting it wrong, allowing external
providers to cherry-pick lucrative services and price them to their own advantage rather than to the advantage of a
school is something we have seen increasingly over the past decade.
While agency relationships tend to be multiple and local, student housing or online relationships tend to be
large and long-term. Business schools increasingly find large multi-national players with comprehensive legal
departments and sophisticated contracting on the other side of the negotiating table. Business schools, on the
other hand, tend to be well-meaning amateurs and SMEs in comparison.

Whether we like it or not, business schools need to be managed in a business-like, professional and careful manner
whether they are long-established incumbents or newcomers to business education or to one of the distinct value
chains in the mix of programme possibilities.
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If this short article or our longer book achieves one thing it will be to encourage business schools to think through
the consequences, short-term and long-term, of their own structures and financial arrangements. ■
ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Richard R Smith is Professor of Strategic Management (Practice), Lee Kong Chian School of Business, Singapore
Management University, Singapore and Associate Dean of the business school at SMU. Kai Peters is Pro-Vice-Chancellor
of Business & Law, Coventry University, Coventry, UK. Howard Thomas is LKCSB Distinguished Term Professor of Strategic
Management and Management Education, Lee Kong Chian School of Business, Singapore Management University,
Singapore.

Adapted from: Rethinking the Business Models of Business Schools: A Critical Review and Change Agenda, Emerald
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Sustainability and the
MBA

Sustainability and ethics are at the forefront of business
thinking. Andrew Main Wilson argues that companies
and their leaders will have to rise to the growth
challenge with a new way of thinking

A

ccording to former US President John F Kennedy, a crisis consists of two things: a danger and an
opportunity. This is especially prudent when considering the state of our global environment and
depletion of Earth’s natural resources.
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The simple fact is that companies will be unable to sustain growth on the scale they hope for, unless these leaders –
and leaders of the future – rise to the challenge a new way of working.
AMBA – The Association of MBAs – is the international impartial authority on postgraduate business education
and the only global MBA-specific accrediting body. The Association accredits programmes at 259 business schools
worldwide. AMBA is also a professional membership association with 34,000 student and graduate members in
more than 150 countries, connecting MBA students and graduates, accredited business schools and employers
across the globe.
A solid understanding of sustainability
Last year AMBA unveiled the findings of its biggest ever Careers and Salary Survey of 3,355 members in 120
countries, which revealed seven out of 10 MBA graduates agreed that their MBA had given them a solid
understanding of the impact of sustainability issues (such as water scarcity, carbon emissions restrictions and social
inequality) and on business performance.
Almost nine out of 10 (86%) agreed that working for a responsible and sustainable organisation was as important
to them as high salary. Another AMBA survey of 2,000 of our student and graduate members, and found that 71%
had received modules in ethical and sustainable leadership during their MBAs and 68% believe employers will be
looking for these skills more and more in the future.

This is great news but more needs to be done.
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In 2016, I became Chairman of United Nations’ PRME (Principles for Responsible Management Education). Its
mission is to champion responsible management education, research and thought leadership globally. The world is
looking to leaders in business and education to play lead roles in solving our planet’s resources, energy and social
equality problems.

The world is looking to leaders in business and
education to play lead roles in solving our planet’s
resources, energy and social equality problems
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Shortly after my appointment to United Nations PRME, I interviewed Paul Polman, Global CEO of Unilever. He
agreed that while no one company has the answer to the sustainability dilemma, business schools can work
collectively to address this.
He said: “We need to make these multi-dimensional – economic, social, environmental – and have broader coursework
between different departments. The silos we have to watch out for in companies, as we move this agenda forward,
also exist in universities, so the more we can move towards horizontal training and get people exposed to the social,
psychological and economic issues, the better the human beings we will create. This is a challenge for MBA programmes.”
In saying this if we can join forces and take the sustainability agenda forward, Polman told me we have a realistic
opportunity, within the next 15 years, to eradicate global poverty.
Doing this is will benefit of all of us. The effects of runaway climate change, poverty and the refugee crisis, plus
increasing unemployment, are more apparent each and every day.
The role of the business school
In a planet riddled with volatility, uncertainty, complexity and ambiguity, leaders from AMBA-accredited business
schools regularly tell me that content and discussion sustainability and ethics is the red thread that runs through all
their programmes and in an ever-changing world, this is something that needs to be at the forefront of the minds of
their graduating classes.
Returning to my opening comment, the planet is facing an ecological crisis and business schools are turning this
danger into a significant opportunity.

In May 2018, Deans and Directors from the AMBA-accredited Nordic schools participated in an exclusive insight
panel to discuss the future of MBA programmes at AMBA’s Global Conference 2018 taking place in Stockholm,
Sweden.
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Given that the Nordic region is arguably one of the most innovative parts of the world and sustainability, I was
interested in their insight around sustainability and the innovative ways in which they’re nurturing a sustainability
mindset in their student cohorts.
AMBA Chair, Bodo Schlegelmilch moderated a focus group around the challenges, opportunities and innovations
facing business educators in the region.
The discussion highlighted business schools’ commitment to the triple bottom line business model, that is, people,
planet, and profit. Schlegelmilch stressed the importance of teaching students the skills related to the sustainability
of our planet.
Håkan Ericson, Director of the GU School of Executive Education at the School of Business, Economics and Law,
University of Gothenburg, said his school is pursuing a clear strategy to make sure all master programmes represent
aspects of the triple bottom line business model. He said: “Sustainability in all three aspects is prevalent in all of our
master programmes. We do focus beyond profit.”
Irene Rosberg, Executive MBA Shipping & Logistics Programme Director (The Blue MBA) at Copenhagen Business
School, also explained that it was important for employers to have MBA graduates who can understand the
challenges of today and come up with innovative solutions. She said: “Sustainability is of course part of the strategy.”

Ericson emphasised that sustainability is an important means for business schools to stay relevant in a constantly
changing environment.
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Building on this point, Schlegelmilch introduced the innovative concept of ‘MBAs for rent’, explaining that in light
of today’s complicated business environment, there are many challenges to navigate. He said: “Imagine if, in three or
five years, degrees were for rent and an MBA wouldn’t last a lifetime.”
This could mean, according to Schlegelmilch, that MBA graduates would have to come back to business school
every three or five years to learn about the latest developments in the industry and renew their knowledge –
especially on sustainability initiatives.
Hanna-Riikka Myllymäki, Business Area Director, Degree Programs at Aalto University Executive Education, also
explained that taking into consideration the unprecedented speed of change, and the need to constantly acquire
new competencies, business schools must keep the degrees up-to-date. She said that it was a crucial time to make
individuals see the need to renew their education in order to be competitive in the market.
So which employers are successful rising to the challenge of the sustainability agenda?
Peter Lacey, Global Managing Director for Sustainability Services at Accenture Strategy, was interviewed at AMBA’s
Global Conference for Deans and Directors in Venice Italy, where he gave the example of one of the world’s leading
disruptive businesses.
“Airbnb is fundamentally clearing inefficient markets,” he told me. “It is better matching supply and demand using digital
technologies, with assets that are idle, wasted resources, and they’re finding they can connect these with customers and

produce a better customer experience. They’re addressing wasted capacity – albeit indirectly – and it’s having a gamechanging effect. This means we don’t have to run hotels at empty capacity.”
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Lacey added: “The key [to a sustainable future] is about using the power of business to drive the products and services
people want and to fundamentally think about that in a different way, that delivers the ultimate goal of sustainability:
enough, for all, forever.”
The situation is obvious: our planet is under pressure. Resources are finite, global terrorism is rising, social inequality
is a prevailing issue. There is a growing trend among MBA graduates towards working together for a sustainable
future and AMBA is committed to driving forward this long-term approach to business and societal change.
Be responsible or take risks
As a business leader, you have the choice to be responsible or take risks. Responsibility is about considering
the impact that we have on our colleagues, clients, sector and function, and society. Even the most successful
businesses cannot operate in a toxic environment, so there is an imperative to take an interest in the wider world,
and focus on nurturing ethical practices and building a sustainable and socially responsible culture.
In 2017 AMBA celebrated its 50th Anniversary, dubbing it, ‘The Year of the MBA’ and my belief is that it’s never been
more important to bring the MBA community together and create positive change across the world; sharing our
ideas on responsible and ethical business, and understanding how a shared purpose around sustainability is the
key to long-term shared success.
As brands can rise or die by their CSR credentials. Companies are being defined by their purpose and values, how
they improve the lives of customers, and how they enhance the quality of life for their employees. By placing

purpose maximisation alongside profit maximisation, and fostering a culture that promotes this, companies can
unearth new sources of innovation, and help people express these values in their work.
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Many studies show that people are not motivated by money, but by emotion. I believe businesses can have the best
of both worlds: establish more sustainable ways of working that don’t compromise profit and growth, but build on
them for the long term.
Sustainability is a core principle of AMBA-accreditation criteria and all AMBA-accredited MBA curricula must
emphasise the impact of sustainability, ethics, and risk management on business decisions, performance, and
society as a whole.
The impact of this policy is evident. More than seven in 10 (71%) respondents to AMBA’s Career and Salary Survey
agreed or strongly agreed that their MBA had given them a solid understanding of how sustainability issues impact
business performance.
We expect that this year AMBA will welcome its 37,000th MBA student and graduate member into our global
network of MBA student and graduate business leaders. I believe this growth is integral to our mission, as AMBA is
set to become the world’s largest and most exclusive network of MBAs.
The reason for the importance I place on our growing numbers is two-fold.
First, this international network is creating a body of like-minded innovative individuals, who can collectively
share though leadership, seek guidance from, and offer advice, online and at networking opportunities in various
countries.

The second reason our swelling number of members is so vital, is that we are working to create a collective force for
good.
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As more forward-thinking MBA graduates move into roles across business and society, they’re bringing with them
ethical, responsible, and sustainable leadership ideas, and initiatives that are having a positive impact on our world.
Our MBA scholarship is offering six individuals from six continents a collective scholarship of US$50,000 to support
them in their studies and we’ve already awarded four of these scholarships.
I’ve been inspired and humbled by the scholarship entries and I’m encouraged by the progress that AMBA’s global
force for good – of which all our members and accredited Business Schools are an integral part – is set to make
across the world.
Purpose
A major focus of the work we do at AMBA is changing perceptions of the MBA from a business qualification, to
being key to global societal and positive change. A key differentiator in this work is instilling a sense of purpose in
the leaders of today and tomorrow.
Business author and guest lecturer at Copenhagen Business School and the IT University of Copenhagen Erik
Korsvik Østergaard has told me that a purpose-driven leader focuses on purpose and profit at the same time, but
has purpose as his or her cause, value-creation as his or her goal, and profit as the result. In short, it’s OK to make
money, as long as you work for purpose too.

He explains that there are various types of purpose-driven businesses, but they all adopt a way of balancing
purpose, people, planet, and profit. The financial side of business is very much part of this balance.
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Part of my job is finding out the impact that the MBA is making to the world in terms of business, economics,
poverty alleviation and social mobility.
In the past year alone my team and I have interviewed to a wealth of MBA graduates, who are making a difference
across the world:
• one who has set up an off-shore centre to promote business growth across west Africa;
• one strengthening diplomatic relations between Russia and the UK;
• one who is working across government in Bhutan;
• another who is promoting education for street children in Caracas;
• one who is striving to preserve and protect the art and antiquities from war-torn Syria;
• a group of AMBA members saving women in Bogota from domestic violence through entrepreneurial
projects;
• one who is consulting with charities across Africa, to ensure that their good work is not misdirected;

• one who is rejuvenating the engineering sector in Brazil by creating more points of entry for women;
• one who is captaining the Belgian football team in next month’s FIFA World Cup and lobbying to loosen the
corporate clutches on ‘the beautiful game’, allowing more people to afford to spectate affordably;
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• and one who is working to combat modern slavery in the UK.
And those are just a few of the stunning MBA stories we hear about in the AMBA office every week. In businesses
across the world, MBAs are putting purpose before profit and taking a long-term sustainable view; revolutionising
how companies are run and taking our economies forward in innovative and inspirational ways.
All these people have told me they wouldn’t have been able to have the knowledge, the network or the courage to
do these things had it not been for their MBA. As a group of MBA graduates, they’re a purpose-driven global force
for good. ■

Andrew Main Wilson is CEO of the Association of MBAs (AMBA)
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Transforming business
culture

How can we help get employees’ brains into a better
place where they can work at their best? Hilary Scarlett
writes that to create a properly-performing organisation
responsible leaders need to understand the brain

A
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ny self-respecting executive would feel it is part of responsible management to know something about
the products or services their organisation offers, how the company functions and at least a little about the
balance sheet, but how many understand the most important components of what helps any organisation
to succeed? The components that enable us to think clearly, make decisions, collaborate, communicate
and innovate? The components in question are the brains of those who run and represent the business.
The brain: 1.5kg of tofu-like substance, containing around 100 billion neurons. At one level, the brain is incredibly
complicated and there’s still much we don’t know about it. That said, there are a few basic facts that, if we
understand them - every leader, every manager, every one of us – what a difference it makes. We all have good days
and bad days at work: days when perhaps we are writing a document and the words are flowing, clear, concise and
convincing. But we also all have days when we feel overwhelmed and frazzled and can’t think straight; and we have
those days where we have deadlines, but nothing too pressing and so we surf the internet, make another cup of
coffee and then, at the end of the day wonder what, if anything, we have achieved.
What causes the difference between these days and how we respond to them? When we understand a little about
the brain, we can help ourselves have more good hours at work, and we also can help those around us to do the
same. Here are a few key things that all responsible leaders and managers need to know.

Our brains are not designed for the 21st century workplace
Our brains have not changed that much since our ancestors were out on the savannah, and we are using brains
that in many ways are better at dealing with the savannah than the 21st century workplace. That’s a challenge. The
human body and brain are designed to deal with surges of stress, but that is all they are meant to be – just surges.
For our ancestors in the wild, sudden bursts of cortisol were useful because the hormone helped them to fight or to
run away from the threat. Once the predator had gone away, cortisol levels would drop.
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Our brains are not designed for the 21st century workplace
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The problem now is that we have created work environments where people are frequently under stress and cortisol
is constantly in the system. Our brains and bodies respond in a similar way to an over-full inbox as they did to the
sabre-tooth tiger. In the long term, cortisol is damaging physically and mentally. We know about the impact of longterm stress on our hearts, but cortisol also damages brain cells in a part of the brain involved in memory formation
and storage, the hippocampus. So stress also damages memory. Constant, high levels of stress hormones damage
us both physically and mentally.
In the 21st century, lots of things put the brain into this threat state. Before you even walk in the workplace door,
personal concerns at home or the difficult journey to work can put your brain into a threat state - too many

To create an organisation that can really perform at
its best, every responsible leader, and every one of
us needs to understand the brain, and what it needs

demands on you; having to work with colleagues who you don’t particularly like; being micromanaged; thinking
that your work is not recognised or is futile; feeling that you don’t fit in; conflicting requests; a lack of clear goals;
constantly being asked to do more with less; incessant change and uncertainty.
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Some of these things we can influence, others we cannot. Lots of things put our brains into this conscious or, more
probably, subconscious threat state. Beyond the health and wellbeing reasons, why should responsible leaders
care?
Because when we are in this threat state we cannot think straight. It’s as if we are looking at the world through a
filter of threat – we start to see threats that do exist as being bigger than they really are and we start to see threats
where they don’t exist.
One group of leaders at a recent masterclass gave an example of this: an email had been sent to some of the
group but not all of them. Those left off the list were annoyed and anxious as to why they were not copied in. It
wasn’t a particularly significant email but being excluded from it became all the more distressing because of the
subconscious threat state their brains were already in. An example from another leader: a member of his team, who
is usually a high performer, had become difficult, prickly and quick to take things the wrong way. Hearing about the
threat response, he realised that the difficult divorce she was going through was leading her to see everything in a
threatening way. See Figure 1.
The prefrontal cortex – the Goldilocks of the brain
As long ago as 1908, the psychologists Yerkes and Dodson, created the inverted U of performance (see Figure 2).
That’s a long time ago but it has stood the test of time. On the vertical axis is the brain’s ability to stay focused
and perform: at the bottom of this axis, the brain is disorganised and distracted, at the top of the axis the brain is
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Figure 1. The impact of threat and reward states on our brains and on our ability to think and perform
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Figure 2. Inverted U of performance - YerkesDodson

organised and focused. Running along the horizontal
axis is the level of stress the brain is under. The top of the
inverted U is where we want to be: this is when we are
working at our best, we are in ‘flow’, as it is sometimes
described.
The inverted U of performance shows that there is an
optimal level of arousal: too much or too little reduces
our ability to perform well. So, it is not that stress per se
is bad. We need some pressure to get ourselves going.
But we do need to find the right balance between the
challenge and our ability and confidence to undertake
the task.

Too much challenge and we are over on the right-hand
side of that inverted U, too little and we are over on
the left, not performing at our best in either place. Neuroscientists refer to the prefrontal cortex (PFC) - the part of
the brain that is important in terms of decision-making and analytical thinking - as the Goldilocks of the brain: the
chemical balance has to be just right for us to be able to work at our best.
To get the best out of people, every leader needs to keep in mind the inverted U of performance. There’s a lot of talk
in many organisations about ‘getting more with less’: the inverted U provides a warning. Push people too hard and
the PFC will start to close down and people won’t be able to think clearly or make good decisions.
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So, what can responsible leaders do?
We have more influence over our brains than we probably realise. There are lots of small things we can do that help
to get the brain ‘back on track’. Here are a few to think about.
Encourage learning
Neuroplasticity is a big word but it betokens good news, especially for those of us who are over the age of 25.
Neuroplasticity is the brain’s ability to change and make new and stronger connections between brain cells. We
used to think that once we hit 25 the brain had peaked and from thereon it was past its best. That is true for some
parts of the brain – for instance our hearing isn’t going to get any better. The good news is that our brains can learn
and change and restructure well into old age.
So the phrase ‘you can’t teach an old dog new tricks’ is not true, so long as the ‘old dog’ wants to learn. Indeed
neuroscientists say that learning is good for the brain. One of the reasons perhaps why our brains begin to slow
down and atrophy, is because we don’t push them as hard as we did when we were at school or college.
Neuroscientists recommend that we should stretch our brains by learning new things. If we are finding a new skill
hard to acquire – good! That is challenging the brain. So, if we are finding it hard to master new skills or systems at
work – keep going. Learning is good for the brain.
Set short-term, achievable goals
If people are struggling, help them to set short-term goals that they can achieve. Achieving a goal activates the
reward centre in the brain and changes its internal chemistry. It helps to put us in the right-hand box in Figure 1.
This in turn puts the brain in a better place to take on the next challenge.
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Make time for people
We have hugely underestimated people’s need for social connection. We recognise in our personal lives that
relationships matter but for some reason expect employees to be less concerned about this at work. Neuroscience
shows that this is a mistake.
Feeling that we are part of a team changes the chemicals in our brain. If we feel we belong, that someone at work
is interested in us, our brains are on the right-hand side of Figure 1. Social rejection, feeling part of an ‘outgroup’
negatively affects our IQ, our memories, our staying power, and our ability to reason. Good relationships at work are
not just nice to have, they boost our brain power.
This article touches on a few of the ways in which we can help get employees’ brains into a better place where they
can work at their best. To create an organisation that can really perform at its best, every responsible leader, and
every one of us needs to understand the brain, and what it needs. ■
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Hilary Scarlett is Founder and Director at Scarlett & Grey. She is an international speaker, consultant and author
of Neuroscience for Organizational Change – an evidence-based, practical guide to managing change. www.
scarlettandgrey.com
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Time for a digital
detox?

Peter Thomson points out that our stressful work patterns
are not caused by technology but by leaders who have
allowed their organisations to develop unhealthy work
patterns and are ignoring culture instead of managing it

W
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e are living in an era of unprecedented change and transformation. Digitalisation presents businesses
with unparalleled opportunities for value creation. New products and services can be offered and
commercialised, systems and processes can be optimised, work processes can be automated and
digital business models can be developed.

In the world of work, digitalisation has opened up many new avenues for organisations and their employees such as
communication and collaboration between employees around the world, improved recruiting, talent management
processes and workplace flexibility that allows organisations to adjust to their employees’ personal situations, and
better performance management.
We are swamped with data
But despite all these indisputable and flexible advantages, digitalisation also brings with it a variety of problems for
organisations and individuals.
On an individual level, we are confronted with information overload and constant distraction from our core
activities. Our consumption of material on the internet is at an incredibly high level, with a mind-numbing 2.5
million Google search queries, 2.8 million YouTube video views, 21 million WhatsApp messages and 700,000
Facebook logins happening every minute.
Employees are being swamped by a ‘firehose’ of information and are having to work longer and longer hours to
keep up with it. Instead of technology bringing us a life of leisure, people are forced to be ‘always on’ and stress
levels are soaring. This contradiction was the inspiration for us to research the cause of digital overload and propose
a solution in our book Conquering Digital Overload1.

Why are we all so stressed out?
Stress has been described as the ‘health epidemic of the 21st century’ by the World Health Organisation and its
effect on our emotional and physical health can be devastating.
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In a recent US study, over 50% of individuals felt that stress negatively impacted their work productivity.
According to a survey by the Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development in the UK, 38% of employees are
under excessive pressure at least once a week and almost a third say they come home exhausted either often or

The real world is run by people as well as systems;
people who have opinions, feelings, emotions and
their own individual needs. Too often individual
needs are compromised by corporate needs

always. Increased levels of job stress have been demonstrated to be associated with increased rates of heart attack,
hypertension, obesity, addiction, anxiety, depression and other disorders.
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Digital technology was supposed to improve the way we work and increase productivity. But what has actually
happened?

1

Our consumption of material on the
internet is at an incredibly high level.
Happening every minute there are...

2.5m

2.5 million Google search queries...

2.8m

2.8 million YouTube video views....

21m

21 million WhatsApp messages...

700k

700,000 Facebook logins

Overall employee engagement levels are no higher than they were
10 years ago. US productivity since the launch of the iPhone has
slowed, so the new tools and technologies we have at work are not
making us more productive.
A Deloitte report showed that 65% of executives rated the
‘overwhelmed employee’ as an ‘urgent’ or ‘important’ trend, while
44% said that they are ‘not ready’ to deal with it. Something strange
is going on.
Have we learned nothing?
Surely by now we have realised that overlong working hours are
detrimental to our health and the wellbeing of the businesses we
work for.
There is probably over a century of research that confirms that it
is bad for our health and bad for the organisations who demand
it of us. And, to compound our health concerns, if we think that
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extending the working day by working while at home as opposed to the office might be better for us, a recent
scientific study reported in the UK Sunday Times, showed that “dealing with work issues while at home is pernicious to
health and directly linkable to cardiovascular disease”.
For those who think this will all be solved when the rapidly ageing ‘baby boomers’ finally quit the workforce and
leave it to the ‘Millennials’, think again. A report by the American Psychological Association in 2015 found that
Millennials had the highest stress levels of all the generations. The problems of stress and depression are not going
away anytime soon!
Don’t blame the technology
Where is all this stress coming from? Can we blame the technology and tell people to switch it off? Some
organisations have tried this, with limited success, but this is just putting a sticking- plaster over the problem. The
solution lies deeper within the business and it is something that has to be addressed at senior management levels.
We have created organisational cultures that encourage stressful work patterns. Someone seen to be working
extended hours is described as ‘dedicated’ and ‘loyal’. The ‘hard-working’ employee is praised.
Consequently, we have cultures that subtly reward long hours. Replying to emails within a few hours, regardless
of the time of day, is seen to be good behaviour. Staying in touch over the weekend or on vacation is good for
promotion.
Rethink how work is done
To counter this, leaders have to recognise that work is performed for a purpose. They should agree on goals with
their people and measure them against results. They need to reward output and outcomes, not input.
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This creates a high-performance culture. It shows that people who meet their goals in the quickest time are the
most productive and as a result are rewarded for short hours not long ones. The best employees become the ones
that leave early and have a balanced life. Ones that have to work long hours are considered to be failing.
One example in our book is the Belgian Ministry (FPS) for Social Security. It has implemented an innovative new
working model. Each employee has full autonomy over when, how and where he or she works. They have a work
package assigned with a clear number of cases to be solved, a quality target (maximum number of mistakes) and a
customer satisfaction target.
The organisation does not care about working time, which means employees decide how fast or slow they would
prefer to work. The results after three years’ experience show an incredible number, 95% of employees, like this new
freedom better than the old system with fixed working times. On top of that, customer satisfaction went up 60%
and output by 30%. A striking argument for this kind of increased flexibility.
Redesign outdated working practices
We need to rethink the design of work so it is not deliberately contributing to poor health. This is no longer an issue
for the HR department alone, it is a matter of leadership strategy. If the culture of an organisation is to value the
wellbeing of its workforce, it has to be backed up with policies and examples from the highest level.
Just offering subsidised gym membership and healthy food options in the staff restaurant is not enough. Providing
training on wellbeing is not very helpful if the leaders are clearly not following their own guidance. Offering
employee counselling services for stressed staff is attempting to control the symptoms and avoiding the cause.
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We have ended up with outdated structures by building organisations out of jobs, laid out in an organisation chart
to show reporting lines and levels of hierarchy. But real organisations are based on work, not jobs, people, not
positions, and collaboration, not reporting. Leaders must understand how cross-functional collaboration produces
results, how informal teams develop and flourish, and how networks of people are forming and evolving all the
time.
It is too easy for leaders to focus on the tangible factors and ignore the intangibles. Many have reached their senior
positions by being good at understanding finances, meeting budgets and issuing clear instructions.
But the real world is run by people as well as systems; people who have opinions, feelings, emotions and their own
individual needs. Too often individual needs are compromised by
corporate needs.
Culture has to be managed
But just because culture is less tangible than finances, this does
not give leaders an excuse to ignore it. In fact, because it is less
easy to define, it should be at the top of the list of priorities for
leaders. Creating an environment where people are inspired
to produce great results has to be the mark of a good leader.
Running a business without caring about the culture is bound to
lead to mediocre performance at best and failure at worst.
So far, technology has not brought a life of leisure. We have
more stress and longer working hours than ever before. The

95%

At the Belgian Ministry (FPS)
employees decide how fast or slow
they want to work. The results after
three years’ show an incredible
number, 95% of employees, prefer
this new freedom to the old system
with fixed working times.

developments in technology have outstripped our ability to adjust. Our research for Conquering Digital Overload
confirms the negative impact of technology and our work with clients convinces us that there is a new path for
leaders to take to solve the problem.
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As the true digital natives take over the world of work, perhaps it will catch up. But will this happen with a
smooth evolution led by inspired leaders or will it be a revolution with out-of- touch leaders being toppled by a
combination of market pressure and employee dissatisfaction?
We hope it will be the former, but without leaders recognising and addressing their cultures, we fear it will be the
latter. ■
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
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Reflections on
leadership in a
disruptive age
Mark Carney reviews the main activities of leaders and
the core attributes of leadership. He concludes with
some perspectives on the challenges and opportunities
faced when leading in our disruptive age
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Introduction
I was asked to reflect on leadership and values. This is somewhat dangerous territory, and certainly one that
creates a target-rich environment for critics who can spot gaps between preaching and practising. Indeed, a
review of a recent book on leadership and values suggested that it’s very publication signalled overconfidence
– the complacency before the storm – and cautioned that CEOs and investors ought to be wary of the ‘curse of
authorship’.
There are countless examples of pride coming before the fall in finance. Think of those who dubbed the period
before the Global Financial Crisis the ‘Great Moderation’. Or the four most expensive words in the English language1.
But, because we can learn from experience, and because leadership lies at the heart of Regent’s University’s
mission- literally ‘Developing tomorrow’s global leaders’ - I will forge ahead. I will begin by reviewing the main
activities of leaders and the core attributes of leadership. I will try to address what leadership is and isn’t and
whether it’s inherent or can be developed. I will conclude with some perspectives on the challenges and
opportunities you will face leading in our disruptive age.
Leadership activities
It’s important to distinguish between what leaders do and who they are. Of the many things leaders must do, I
would emphasise three:
1. Finding and developing the right people
2. Setting priorities; and

3. Catalysing action.
Of these, arguably the most important is focusing on finding and developing the right people. Developing the right
people starts with recruiting widely.
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The Bank of England has embraced the perspectives of those such as the leading venture capitalist, Sir Ken Olisa,
who stresses that: “Tackling [diversity] is a business imperative and not an HR policy.”2 Ten years ago the Bank’s

Your opportunity is enormous. You will assume the
mantle of leadership at a time of unprecedented
globalisation of trade, capital and ideas; and at the
dawn of the Fourth Industrial Revolution
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graduate intake was comprised largely of economists drawn from just 11 universities. Last year, we hired from over
40 post-secondary institutions with half of the intake having studied sciences, business, law and the humanities.
Of the 700 experienced professionals we hired in 2017, almost half were women and a quarter came from BAME
backgrounds3.
Once the right people are through the door they need to be developed. That includes identifying a pipeline of
future leaders with a diverse and broad set of experiences and pushing them in order to prepare themselves
for bigger roles. At the Bank, we not only recruit widely but also encourage colleagues to collaborate across the
organisation and spend time in different areas to develop the varied skills required of a modern central banker4.
In large organisations, developing future leaders requires discipline. For example, Vittorio Colao, the CEO of
Vodafone, reviews the company’s top 200 executives annually to assess performance, set development actions and
manage those who are having difficulties. The Executive Committee at Vodafone then discusses the progress of a
different subset of their leaders at each Executive Meeting, making the process transparent and rigorous. The Bank
of England has adopted a similar approach.
Developing the right people also requires a culture of inclusion that values diverse ideas, encourages open debate,
and empowers people at all levels to take initiative. In a moment, I will come onto the steps the Bank of England is
taking in these regards.
Finally, for leaders, having the right people also means being able to draw on trusted outside perspectives such
as an external advisory board or informal contacts with other leaders. I’m fortunate that in my role I can regularly
share experiences with a wide range of leaders in diverse fields. Of these, the most important sounding boards

are my fellow central bankers. In this circle of trust, we can have regular, frank discussions of issues we either don’t
understand or that are particularly sensitive.
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The second critical thing that leaders do is to set the priorities for their organisation. Before they do so, a good leader
assesses the context in which their organisation operates. That process starts with discussions with all stakeholders,
including clients, senior managers and, via roundtables and surveys, colleagues at all levels.
Understanding context requires developing intuitions about global developments and shifting technologies. This
has always been second nature to central banking, but there are few organisations today that are not affected by
the mega trends of shifting demographics, the accelerating pace of technological disruption and the search for a
more inclusive capitalism.
When setting priorities, time is of the essence because of both the rapid pace of global change and the arc of a
leader’s personal capital within their organisation. As the global head of McKinsey Dominic Barton observes, “Great
leaders set a clear agenda early on and then act on it fast. They never have as much power or impact as when they first
take on the role.”5
The third thing leaders do is to catalyse action. Specific catalysts vary with an organisation’s structure and culture,
but in all cases they require the full and visible commitment of the leader before devolving power to colleagues.
This means practicing what you preach, as General Colin Powell advised: “You can issue all the memos you want and
give all the motivational speeches…but if the rest of the people in your organisation don’t see you putting forth your best
effort every single day, they won’t either.”6

Catalysing action means listening to and empowering colleagues, who are more likely to follow a new direction if
they have been consulted during its development.
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And it then means getting out of the way. As Teddy Roosevelt said, “The best executive is the one who has sense
enough to pick good people to do what [the leader] wants done, and self-restraint enough to keep from meddling with
them while they do it.”7
Such delegation has traditionally been an anathema for central banks. But when following the crisis the Bank of
England doubled in size and tripled in responsibilities, we knew our rigid hierarchy had to change.
To start that process, we surveyed widely and met with colleagues across the Bank in order to develop our new
strategy. We then slashed the number of internal committees by two thirds and instituted a policy that the author
of every analysis had to be in the room whenever it was discussed. We’re now devolving decisions to the right level,
changing the way we meet and making the Bank more permeable to the outside world by multiplying our channels
of communications and the number of our spokespeople.
Finding and developing the right people, setting priorities and catalysing action are things that all leaders must do,
but what ultimately most determines a leader’s effectiveness is who they are.
Leadership attributes
In my view, there are four essential and universal attributes of leadership:
1. Ambition

2. Purpose
3. Clarity, and
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4. Humility.
Ambition
The first essential leadership trait is ambition. Not personal ambition but ambition for your organisation. When she
was Vice Chancellor of Cambridge University, Alison Richard, would ask “Who will be ambitious on our behalf if we are
not ambitious for ourselves? We cannot take Cambridge’s greatness for granted even after 800 years. We must tend it with
care and energy, and ambition must translate into tasks.”8
If this message applies to Cambridge, an institution that is 800 years old, it certainly applies to the Bank of England
at a little more than three centuries, to Regent’s University at a little more than three decades, and the latest startup in Silicon Roundabout at a little more than three months.
Purpose
Ambition must be grounded in the purpose of the organisation. Purpose is what an organisation stands for; why it
does what it does; and what it should be trusted to deliver9. Purpose is always broader than a simple bottom line.
An organisation’s purpose can be for the client; such as Amazon’s goal ‘To be earth’s most customer-centric
company’; or the greater good, such as the World Bank’s mission to ‘End extreme poverty’, and the Bank of England’s
to ‘Promote the good of the people of the United Kingdom by maintaining monetary and financial stability’.

The leader’s job is to ensure that the purpose of their organisation is always present and anchors its goals, values,
and strategy.
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Like diversity, purpose is not a ‘nice to have’. Evidence shows that purposeful companies have higher employee
engagement, greater customer satisfaction, tighter supplier linkages and better environmental stewardship. The
pay-offs to purposeful business are superior share price performance, better operational performance, lower costs
of capital, smaller regulatory fines and greater resilience in the face of shocks10.
Always remember that, as leaders, you will be stewards of the purpose of your organisations. In this sense,
leadership is the acceptance of responsibility rather than the assumption of power. True leadership is not an end in
itself but rather as a means to accomplishing a worthwhile goal.
These are lessons that some in financial services have had to re-learn in recent years.
An industry of the scale and importance of finance needs social capital as well as economic capital in order to
operate, innovate and grow. To maintain social capital, finance ultimately needs to be seen as a vocation, an activity
with high ethical standards, which in turn conveys certain responsibilities. Those responsibilities recognise that
finance is not an end in itself but a means to promote investment, innovation, growth and prosperity.
Reforms of the financial system, particularly the Senior Managers Regime and industry-led Codes of Conduct, are
helping to embed purpose in financial services including by making culture the responsibility of the CEO and the
Chair and tasking industry with devising standards that take into consideration the needs of the system as whole11.
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Clarity
The third essential quality of leadership is clarity. Clarity starts with the clarity of mind and sound judgment that
arise from emotional awareness and control. A good leader is contemplative, meaning they can be present in the
moment and find meaning in experience12.
Leaders will always find themselves facing multiple problems at the same time, but they have to be careful not to
bring all those problems with them during every interaction. Part of a leader’s job is to absorb the stress so the rest
of the organisation can focus. And they need to remember that each of their (many) meetings each day is probably
the most important for the others involved.
Clarity also means clarity of thought and communication: the ability to reduce complex problems to their essentials
and then communicate them clearly13. Say it straight. Say it simply. Say it over. Leaders often use narratives to
inspire people to act. Consider the difference between an exhortation “to implement Cop21’s Nationally Determined
Contributions in a determined fashion” with President Macron’s simple statement, “Make no mistake on climate: there
is no Plan B because there is no Planet B.”
When leaders speak, they get the balance right between realism and optimism, by acknowledging uncertainty,
mistakes and difficulties, but then by giving hope that these can be overcome. The engineer of America’s Great
Society, John Gardner, struck this delicate balance when he said: “What we have before us are some breath-taking
opportunities disguised as insoluble problems.”14
The Bank has sought to do the same on a number of issues ranging from:

• Climate change, where transition to a low carbon economy is a multi-trillion pound annual opportunity for
investors15;
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• To Brexit, where a financial services agreement between the UK and EU could serve as a template for
liberalisation of free trade in services across the G2016.
When leaders get this balance right, the combination of purpose, hope and clarity inspires, unleashing the talent
and energy of the organisation. Inspiration is essential because it is impossible for leaders to meet every challenge,
see every opportunity, or manage every situation by themselves. The highest-performing organisations are those
with the highest number of people who are empowered to think as leaders themselves17.
During the financial crisis the need for clarity of mind, thought and communication was paramount.
In its depth, panic took hold as, “Firmly held truths [were] no longer relied upon. Articles of faith [were] upended. And
the very foundations of economies and markets [were] called into question.”18 The only goal in a panic is to stop it19.
Leaders do this by, as Napoleon would command to his generals “[to] march toward the sound of gunfire”. This
requires mobilising quickly.
In this spirit, Tim Geithner’s refrain was “Plan beats no plan”. A plan provides the necessary clarity of mind by
focusing efforts and uniting people around a common goal. Even a strategy that is half-baked but gets you out of
immediate danger is better than waiting for the perfect answer and being annihilated.
Part of the plan to end the financial panic had to include reducing uncertainty over objectives. Some fretted that
actions to save a crumbling system would encourage reckless behaviour in the future. Ben Bernanke was clear
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that invoking moral hazard in the middle of the US financial crisis was misguided and dangerous20. Using the
power of narrative, he challenged the arguments of the ‘moral hazard fundamentalists’ in his oft cited and simple
hypothetical example: do you let the man who smoked in bed die in the burning house to teach him a lesson? Or
do you save him, stop the risk of surrounding houses catching fire and then reprimand him for reckless behaviour?21
Humility
The final essential leadership quality is humility. Recall what I said about this article being a target-rich
environment?
Good leaders combine personal humility, self-knowledge and the ability to learn. That means admitting mistakes,
seeking and accepting feedback and sharing the lessons you have learned. When leaders become over confident
(or turn to writing books), they stop learning.
As a leader you also need to be humble about success and honest about failure. Humility and honesty are essential
to authenticity, which to paraphrase Groucho Marx, is very hard to fake. Being authentic means doing what you say,
and people knowing who you are – including what you believe in, what drives you, as well as your strengths and,
importantly, your weaknesses. Authenticity is intimately connected with trust. People may not agree with all of your
decisions, but they deserve to know why you made them. And your decisions will be easier to follow if people know
what you stand for22.
When a leader admits their weaknesses, they recognise that they are on a path of continuous learning and selfimprovement. Becoming a leader does not mean you have made it and have nothing left to learn. Rather leadership
is a discipline that involves deliberate practice and continuous learning23.

In this spirit, policymakers must remain humble as they work to build a more resilient financial system.
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We must remember that, although we can make financial crises less likely to happen and less severe when they do
occur, we cannot abolish them. Something will go wrong again even if we do not know exactly what or precisely
when. Accepting this means our best strategy is to create an anti-fragile system that can withstand potential shocks
when they happen.
To accomplish that we are bridging, buttressing and burying.
Bridging by overhauling the way we provide liquidity. The Bank of England is now open for business with a wider
range of collateral, to a wider range of counterparties, for longer terms, at lower fees than ever before.
Whereas before the crisis, the combination of banks own liquidity resources and their access to central bank
facilities covered a mere 10% of short term liabilities of banks prone to run risk, today the figure is more than 100%.
The benefits of this new approach were clear around the Brexit referendum. In the run-up to the vote, the Bank
undertook extensive contingency planning which included encouraging banks to pre-position enough collateral
in our facilities to enable them to draw up to £250 billion in liquidity on demand. The combination of this war
chest and coordinated G7 central bank action helped ensure markets functioned normally as the financial system
absorbed a result that had been assigned a 10% probability hours before. And it meant we could credibly and
immediately demonstrate to the public that we were well prepared.
We are buttressing the system via substantially higher bank capital. The capital of major UK banks has tripled
and the requirements for the most systemic global banks have increased ten-fold. Tier 1 is now at 16.5%. Capital

that would have been adequate for banks to withstand any of the 20 largest historic banking crises – and in the
judgment of the Bank’s Financial Policy Committee, a Cliff Edge Brexit – and still lend to the real economy.
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By using multiple stress tests, we are spending less time trying to predict what could go wrong and more time
being ready for the worst that could happen when things do.
And we are burying. The cornerstone of an anti-fragile financial system is literally planning for failure. Remember:
plan beats no plan. That means resolution plans for banks; Crisis Management Groups for 30 GSIBs; and having
banks building sufficient internal resources to recapitalise themselves if something goes wrong.
Large UK banks have already built their Total Loss Absorbing Capital to 25% of Risk Weighted Assets. And major UK
banks are on track to complete by January next year the separation of their domestic high street businesses into
‘Ring Fenced Banks’.
Ambition. Purpose. Clarity. And Humility. Not all of these qualities are ever visible in any leader, certainly never at
the same time. But if you keep them in mind, they will be seeds that the exercise of leadership will germinate. And
their growth will benefit both you as the leader and those you lead.
Conclusion: leadership in a disruptive age
Your opportunity is enormous. You will assume the mantle of leadership at a time of unprecedented globalisation
of trade, capital and ideas; and at the dawn of the Fourth Industrial Revolution. The deepening of the symbiotic
relationship between global markets and technological progress has already lifted more than a billion people out of
poverty, while a series of technological advances have fundamentally enriched our lives.

Globally, since 1960, real per capita GDP has risen more than two-and-a-half times, average incomes have begun to
converge, and life expectancy has increased by nearly two decades24.
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Despite such immense progress, many citizens in advanced economies are lamenting a loss of control and losing
trust in the system. To them, measures of aggregate progress bear little relation to their own experience. Rather
than a new golden era, globalisation is associated with low wages, insecure employment, stateless corporations
and striking inequalities.
The fundamental challenge is that, alongside its great benefits, every technological revolution mercilessly destroys
jobs and livelihoods – and therefore identities – well before the new ones emerge. Moreover, recently, we have
seen the power of networks to divide as well as to connect. Social media can reinforce our tendency towards
confirmation bias as we search out the information consistent with our priors and disregard that which is not25.
How to lead in such a world?
First, define your purpose and stick to it obsessively. And remember that purpose, including of business, must be
grounded in the objectives of clients, society and humanity. As John Kay has observed, “Profit is no more the purpose
of business than breathing is the purpose of living.”26
Second, in a world of division, fusion will bring breakthroughs. Select your teams wisely and recognise that while
diversity is a reality, inclusion is a choice. Take it.
Third, while you should always marshal your facts, you must engage people’s intuitions and win their trust in order
to convince them. Do this through empathy – the antidote to righteousness27. Be open to dialogue and remember
Henry Ford’s advice that, “the secret of success is to see things from another person’s point of view.”28

Finally, do not confuse your leadership role with yourself or become addicted to the status and privileges of power.
Rather, recognise that all leadership is temporary, that you will be custodians of your institutions and keepers of
their flames.
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And if possible, although it’s a bit late for me, take a cue from Cincinnatus and Washington, and leave before you are
asked. ■

Mark Carney is Governor of the Bank of England
Endnotes
1. “This time it’s different”
2. As quoted in HR magazine, September 2017.
3. In 2010, 30% of the Bank’s experienced hires were women and 10% were from a BAME background.
4. This is part of the Bank’s Vision 2020 Strategic Plan launched in 2017, which aims to overhaul ‘how we work’ and ‘how
we communicate’. See: https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/about/governance-and-funding
5. Barton, D (2017) p. 3
6. As quoted in Maxwell, J (2007) p.141
7. As quoted in Maxwell, J (2007) p. 230
8. As quoted in Barton, D (2017) p.11
9. Big Innovation Centre (2016) p.19
10. Big Innovation Centre (2016) figure1.2 (p. 23-33)
11. Carney, M (2017)
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12. See Ng Kok Song, P (2014)
13. Organisations with effective communication are over four times more likely to report high levels of employee
engagement and 20% more likely to report low turnover according to a study by British Consultancy, CHA (as quoted in
Kouzes, J and Posner, B (2010))
14. As quoted in Kouzes, J and Posner B (2010)
15. Carney, M (2015)
16. Carney, M (2017a)
17. Barton, D (2017) p.10
18. Warsh, K (2009)
19. As Tim Geithner, NY Fed Chair and later Secretary of the Treasury said “In an emergency you [the leader] need to lean
against the forces of panic, restore confidence and reduce uncertainty.” Geithner, T (2014)
20. Alternatively, Tim Geithner summarised the issue as follows: “Herein lies the paradox. In a brutal financial crisis like
ours, actions that seem reasonable – letting banks fail, forcing their creditors to absorb losses, balancing government
budgets, avoiding moral hazard – only make the crisis worse. And the actions necessary to ease the crisis seem
inexplicable and unfair”. Geithner, T (2014)
21. Bernanke, B (2015) p.261 - 262
22. Kouzes, J and Posner, B (2010)
23. ibid
24. Carney, M (2016)
25. As Haidt wrote, “People bind themselves into political teams that share moral narratives. Once they accept a
particular narrative, they become blind to alternative models.” See Haidt, J (2012) p.20
26. See www.johnkay.com
27.Haidt, J (2012) p.365
28. As quoted in Barton, D (2017)
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Developing
collaborative leaders

Sriven Naidu describes a new type of collaborative
leader required for the complex interdependent systems
in a global economy and resource-constrained world

‘H

uman capital’ can be thought of as a measure of the ‘ability to perform labour so as to produce
economic value’. However, abilities that were previously human capital may be liabilities in a new,
resource-constrained context.
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Imagine a group of human explorers settling on an island called ‘Terra’. Every young adult is taught to hunt the
animals in the forest. This increases the community’s collective ‘ability to produce economic value’. Since the island
has abundant flora and fauna, the settlers are lulled into calling this new home ‘the land of plenty’.
While training expert hunters increases the community’s welfare initially, this will not always be the case. Overhunting soon occurs and leads to diminishing returns – or even extinction of the most valuable species that
underpin the economy and life on Terra.
Once this over-hunting stage has been reached, training more expert hunters no longer adds to human capital. To
sustainably continue producing economic value, human capital must be rebalanced with other forms of capital. The
island’s wild animals are natural capital. The security and harmony of the community is its social capital.
As individuals, our voracity is ‘mismatched’ to today’s environmentally constrained world. Before humans became
so numerous and technology so powerful, our spear-yielding ancestors with unrestrained appetites for consuming
resources achieved better ‘individual fitness’ for survival and reproduction than their rivals who showed more selfrestraint.
In matters of consumption, self-restraint does not come naturally to the hunter-gatherer mind that their modernday descendants still possess. (See The evolutionary mismatch hypothesis: Implications for psychological science.
Current Directions in Psychological Science. Li, NP, van Vugt, M, & Colarelli, SM (in press.))
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This mismatch leads to the ‘tragedy of the commons’ concept popularised by ecologist Garrett Hardin in 1968.
Hardin revived a passage from William Forster Lloyd, a 19th century Victorian economist. Lloyd had crafted a
cautionary parable on the effects of unregulated grazing on common land (colloquially called ‘the commons’ at that
time).

Our world is too interdependent to think in terms
of survival of individuals or distinct groups. ‘Group
fitness for survival’ may soon mean ‘humanity’s
fitness for survival as a single indivisible group’.
The process-focused approach proposed here is
a positive vision for a new norm of collaborative
leadership and governance
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To ensure collective survival, social norms emerge in each community. For example, it is taboo to kill young or
pregnant animals in many hunting communities. On the island of Terra, the need to train and organise ‘forest
rangers’ to constrain excessive hunting by ‘poachers’ soon emerges. The average individual’s chances for survival
increases if the society he or she belongs to adopts norms that result in enhanced ‘group fitness’ for survival. In the
present day, regulators and policy-makers are like ‘forest rangers’ and may, for example, oversee financial markets or
business sectors.
Their jurisdiction may be national or international. Unfortunately, experience shows they have limited influence
in a globalised economy with complex interdependent systems for food, water and energy – which in turn affect
security. An article about research at the New England Complex Systems Institute describes how corn has become
simultaneously food, biofuel, and the subject of financial market speculation which the researchers show led to
numerous food riots.
Traditional forest rangers such as regulators can only do so much. Management education has begun to train new
varieties of more ecologically-conscious rangers. Cross-disciplinary ecological consultants, Greentech engineers,
CSR and sustainability reporting professionals are just some examples.
Unfortunately, this is still not enough because the real world is far more complex than our imaginary island of Terra.
To better appreciate the real challenges involved, we need to add the following layers of complexity to Terra.
Cultural friction
Imagine another human community arrives and settles on Terra after the explorers. This subsequent community
consists of farmers who plant crops and rear domesticated animals. They appoint consensus-building leaders
according to their customary procedures. In contrast, the explorers are led by an hereditary chief.
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Governance transition
Over time, both communities have interacted and learned to appreciate the strengths of each other’s governance
practices. As a result, each community is continually evolving its own governance.
Paradigm transition
A group of disgruntled hunters have left the explorer camp to live at the edges of the forest, upriver from the
farming community’s land. They hunt game indiscriminately and are growing in numbers rapidly. They have no
malicious intent. They simply do not understand why they cannot hunt without restraint as their elders did.
How might all the communities pursue a prosperous co-existence on their shared Terra? A new type of collaborative
cross-cultural leader is required to help. He or she must:
• anticipate plausible crisis scenarios
• build effective coalitions for collective governance
• co-create a compelling shared vision
• diffuse know-how and new social norms
• over time, shift every stakeholder’s paradigm towards the shared stewardship of Terra.
To equip such leaders, future-oriented thinking such as the scenarios practised by Royal Dutch Shell and adopting a
complexity ‘lens’ for understanding systems seem to be two useful mindsets to develop. Especially in cultures where
such mindsets are uncommon.
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The facility to rapidly ‘codeswitch’ between different cultures (whether professional, national, the culture of
government, private sector or NGOs) is also worth developing. This ability is crucial to collaboration and innovation.
The ‘curricula’ will continue to evolve and new useful topics will emerge.
The pedagogical approach for developing requisite skills and more expansive mindsets will be a crucial challenge.
Assembling a varied group of senior participants from diverse nationalities, political systems and sectors, and
building a mutual support ecosystem would be a very effective approach. To develop skills to a sophisticated level
(in areas such as communication and negotiation), these participants must work on actual problems.
This should include identifying and engaging a coalition of diverse stakeholders to begin addressing this problem.
This may appear resource-intensive. A programme with participants from the same country, same background or
with the same generational challenges would be temptingly cheaper to run but, as Warren Buffet cautioned: “Price
is what you pay, (whereas) value is what you get”.
Since sustainability benefits organisations in all sectors, every organisation can benefit from investing in developing
such senior leadership.
There are probably no final solutions to complex challenges, only processes for continually discovering new
solutions. Among the various types of leaders needed for multinational enterprises, we will need many more of the
kind who inspire commitment to mutually respectful dialogue and continual negotiations.
Our world is too interdependent to think in terms of survival of individuals or distinct groups. ‘Group fitness for
survival’ may soon mean ‘humanity’s fitness for survival as a single indivisible group’. The process-focused approach
proposed here is a positive vision for a new norm of collaborative leadership and governance.

At stake is nothing less than ensuring a sustainable future for the generations that will follow us. ■
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The case for women

Lesley Symons has 10 years of research on
gender representation in business case studies.
The results are astounding

I

n 2014, while studying at INSEAD in France, I noticed a lack of women leaders in the case papers I was reading. As
a successful businesswoman with a history in senior leadership roles in global corporations, I did not recognise
myself in any of these papers. Where were the women? Where was the variety of leadership styles?
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It seemed that in this context, diversity meant showing an array of male leaders from different organisations,
different business schools, and different cultural settings. The predominant emphasis in these case papers seemed
to be on western male leaders. There was a distinct lack of women in the papers.
This disconcerting observation led me to the subject of my master’s thesis. I decided to quantify the presence of
women in business school case papers and understand how they are portrayed in these cases. And that is where it
started.
A decade of progress?
As of today, I have collected 10 years of research on the Case Centre’s award-winning and bestselling case papers.
With over 100 cases read over this decade, I wish I could say that we are seeing meaningful change. We are not.
What have I learned from this research? A lot. Though I am not sure our case writers have.
This narrative of missing women is not new. It is prevalent in print media, films, theatre and just about every stratum
of society. It is a topic that has been taken up by various groups such as Geena Davis’ Institute on Women in Media
and UN Women, for example. Women’s lack of presence in the C- suite, board and on executive committees is still
woefully low with targets being missed by many groups.
Business schools have made inroads over this time in the number of female student entries, with some schools at
over 40% female student participation. However, once in these schools, women are not seeing themselves. Female
professors and school board member numbers are generally still low, struggling to get to 30%.
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The results
My research explores the Case Centre’s annual award-winning case papers from 2009-2018. Each year there is
a winner of nine subject categories plus an overall winner. These are the papers that each year are most widely
distributed among different schools. As a cross-reference, we also read the three best-selling cases for each of these
years. It is these papers that we have read from years 2009-2018 – 105 unique papers.

First, schools need to understand how their papers
present overall to students. Do they know across
their programmes from a gender and diversity
perspective how the cases present?

We initially started measuring the number of papers with a man or woman in them; the number of male and female
protagonists and what categories these papers fell into; the author’s gender and business school publisher. In the
past five years we have started to count the gender of characters in each paper.
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What have we learned over the 10 years and from reading these 105 papers is:
1. Few women present and few women protagonists
2. An overwhelming presence of men in papers
3. Gendered areas of work
4. Predominance of male writers
Still few women
Women’s overall presence in papers
Women’s overall presence in papers has improved over the 10 years of research. Women are mentioned in 70 of the
105 papers from 2009-2018.
• From 2009 – 2013 women were in 55% of papers;
• From 2014 – 2018 women were in 79% of papers;
• From 2016 – 2018 women were in 90% of papers.
However, in 23 of these papers (22%), we deemed that women could either get missed by the reader or she was
in a non-business-related role (wife of a character, for example). We judged that women are present (meaning in
a prominent or business-focused role) in only 47, or 45%, of papers. Women are not in 35 (33%) of papers at all.

Since we have been researching the number of characters in these papers (from 2015 – 2019) we have analysed 52
papers. There are 89 female characters across 52 papers. An average of just under two per paper.
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Female protagonists in papers
Over the 10 years and 105 papers, there are 12 papers with a female protagonist and at least one paper with a
female lead paper every year, except for the three years 2010, 2014 and 2017, where there is no female-led papers
at all. 11 of the 12 female protagonists’ qualities are not described at all.
We know from the original research that two of these female-led papers were originally male protagonists and the
lead name was changed – however, their descriptors were not changed. This means we have ten papers or 10% of
papers over the 10-year period that were originally written with a female protagonist.
Symons Test
The Bechdel Movie Test1 is a simple test of women in movies. It asks whether it features at least two women, who
talk to each other about something other than a man. In our research we re-designed this test to measure: “does it
have a woman in it, in a leader position (ie the protagonist), who speaks to another woman about the business?”
Sadly, only four papers out of the 105 papers have female protagonists speaking with other women about the
business.
The overwhelming presence of men
Men are present in 103 of the 105 papers. Eighty-three of these papers have a male protagonist. In the five years we
have been counting characters there are 450 male characters; an average of just under nine characters per paper.
Men outnumber women characters by five to one in papers.

Of the 103 papers with a man in them, there are descriptors used such as “tough but fair… results-driven … father
figure.” Many papers not only have a male protagonist but also have a male founder.
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Gendered areas of work
The OpEd Project2 – Byline Survey Report3 found that women published in print mainly occurred in one of the four ‘F’
areas: Food, Fashion, Furnishing and Family. Recently, the categories of health and gender have been added.
Ten of the 12 female protagonist papers fall into one of these categories. The largest sectors for the male
protagonist papers are IT and telecommunications.
Predominantly male writers
It is also important to look at who is writing cases and who the main publishers are. Across the 105 papers written
there are 116 male first writers and 27 female first writers. Interestingly, those who are doing the research and the
main body of writing, the secondary writers, the gender balance is much more equitable with 59 male secondary
writers to 39 female writers.
Sadly, the gender of the writers seems to have little impact on the gender of the protagonist. The business still
seems to be seen as a male-led domain.
Of the winning schools published, Harvard is by far the most consistent and predominant, with 25 or 24% of
the 105 cases published closely followed by INSEAD with 18% or 19 winning papers. Of the 12 female winning
protagonist papers six, or 50%, come from Harvard.
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Where to go from here
Most recently, in collaboration with The MBA Roundtable and Forte Foundation, we have reviewed a number of
business school’s MBA core curricula. The stats overall are not much different than those reported in our research.
However, what we have learned in doing this exercise and research is:
Transparency is key
First, schools need to understand how their papers present overall to students. Do they know across their programmes
from a gender and diversity perspective how the cases present?
Doing an audit of this is key. For until you know the numbers it is hard to start the change. Use the Symons Test
as a base for measuring how women show up in papers. As we have seen from the research, having a female
protagonist only in a paper is not enough.
Change starts from the top or from the middle
All need to be behind this and part of the change. It starts with the deans. It needs to be a priority school-led
initiative. Acknowledge to all, faculty and students, in what you are doing?
Start with the why?
Why is this important; why does the school need to do this? Publish the figures and what you want to do about it.
Set your goals for change.
Engage all
Involve all in the process… including students. Be clear on the HOW you will do this… audits, competitions or

highlight the school’s best female-led cases and best female-led case teaching. Help faculty source the best female-led
case material.
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Educate
Educate all on how to teach from a gendered and diverse perspective. Educate on faculty biases and the impact it
may have on others. Acknowledge those who do it well.
It’s a journey
Know that this is a journey – a marathon not a sprint. This is a long-term strategy with many challenges. ■
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
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Flexible future

Peter Lorange says that introducing greater flexibility and
agility into executive education are essential ingredients in
building a secure future for management education

H

igher education in business and management has functioned in more or less the same way since it was
first introduced as an appropriate subject for study. But things are perhaps about to change and there are
at least five reasons why:
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• The needs of executives/students are changing. Many are now being made redundant due to emerging
technological advances, including artificial intelligence, and consequently, the size of the population that
requires re-educating is mushrooming.
• The present executive/student typically requires more flexibility than business schools have been able to
offer in the past. Today’s executive/students bluntly resist spending weeks, or even months, on business
school campuses.
• Cost pressures on the educational sector are becoming more intense. Thus, it has become imperative to find
less expensive ways to employ faculty or to make use of schools’ campuses.
• Of critical importance is the fact that the emerging technology supports change. Today, studying at home via
distance learning is a preferred option compared to classroom-based study, much of which tends to be sadly
uninspiring.

The emerging technology allows for remote, deep, interactive learning such as online flashcards, case studies,
and quizzes, chatbots with professors and helps assistants, instant grading and so on.
• Finally, related to the point above, education, like many other goods and services, has witnessed increased
pressure to ‘adapt to the times’.

As students use technology more and more in their personal and professional lives, their attention spans
decrease and they demand more interactivity and speed in learning.
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So education, just as retailing or other service offerings, has to keep evolving in line with its consumers.

There seems to be a growing realisation that there
are many other forms of preparation for a successful
career than the typical business school offering

Background
Student enrolment is going down. This is particularly of MBA programmes but it also seems to be the case more
generally. What are the reasons? Let me point out just three:
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• There seems to be a growing realisation that there are many other forms of preparation for a successful
career than the typical business school offering.
For example, the study of engineering and the sciences seems to be on the rise. Perhaps the providers of these,
as well as other disciplinary areas, are making it easier to combine study with practical apprenticeships in real
companies.
• As well as this shift in student preferences, there is also the issue of an aging population in many developed
societies. The number of student applicants is simply no longer growing. This fall in applications and the
lack of growth in business schools may be driven by several other problems, of which the following seem
particularly acute:
Tuition fees are perhaps now so high that a ‘limit of tolerance’ has been reached. In other words, studying at a
business school is becoming too expensive.
The programme curriculum often seems to be too inflexible, making it difficult to effectively combine study with
a career. Employers might find that the student is expected to be away from his or her place of work far too often
to make this feasible.
• There seems to be a trend towards ‘learning on the job’ and a focus on specific job-related achievements.

Many employers or companies in developed countries seem more focused on hiring top talent that
has already proved itself ‘on the ground’ rather than “in the classroom” through degrees or academic
achievements.
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In other words, today a candidate for an interview is often asked ‘what have you done or achieved?’ rather than
‘what (or where) did you study?’
Potential solutions
A more effective concept for a business school degree programme is clearly necessary. This might encompass:
• A minimum period of time an executive student should spend at a school, which could be quite low, say,
one week during a given period. Employers would be key decision-makers in terms of what is realistically
acceptable in the context of their business.
• A considerable amount of self-study of diverse cutting-edge expert reports, typically built on the offerings,
competences, and research of a range of leading experts drawn from several business schools. Increasingly,
the variety seems to be key.
There is typically no simple answer to cutting-edge dilemmas. Different experts from different schools may see
things differently and this diversity will become increasingly important.
It is vital to take advantage of virtual learning and digital knowledge transfer as well as digital communities.
Modern distance learning is now generally of very high quality and today’s students are comfortable studying
independently.

• There should also be face-to-face learning experiences, to complement the distance learning element of
a programme. These will typically take place in workshop settings on campus or in a hotel with a focus on
discussions of cutting-edge dilemmas.
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The class leader will take on a role that is perhaps more analogous to a conductor of an orchestra rather than the
traditional professorial approach of one-way learning.
These workshops will typically not be limited to the usual 45-minute format of regular classes. It would be helpful
to run these workshops over weekends to avoid conflicts with students’ day-to-day jobs.
• The key here is the efficiency of the offering. This business school of the future will be more efficient because
it will be able to provide more practical, tangible and relevant deliverables.
The ‘school’
As mentioned above, the cost structure of many business schools seems out of hand. While it is important to strive
for quality, this does not imply that it should be quite so expensive. Some fundamental questions might have to be
raised.
A thoughtful programme of outsourcing, drawing on resources only when needed, might have to be put in place.
Let me raise some questions relating to particular ‘sacred cows’, which are increasingly being accepted by schools as
problematic:
• Staffing levels tend to mushroom. Why are so many members of staff needed? Why not take advantage of
outsourcing opportunities?

Another question, which is perhaps even more fundamental, might focus on what tasks these additional staff are
performing. Are they essential? Are the tasks effectively performed? Are the staff being well enough managed?
And, most critically of all, is all of this a core part of a typical business school’s raison d’être?
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• Why employ full-time professors? Most professors have relatively modest workloads. Their contractual
requirements in terms of teaching might typically be fulfilled over a relatively short period of time of a school
year. So how is the rest of their time being spent?
The conventional answer is on research. But is this, in fact, the case? What is their actual research output? And is it
of reasonable quality? Is time being spent on revenue-generating external activities instead, such as on teaching
elsewhere and/or consulting? Or is a professor’s typical workload simply accepted as an ‘easy life’?
Considerable efficiency benefits and cost savings might be incurred by more flexible full-time contracts. Thereby
dropping a centuries-old convention of faculty tenure, a historical hangover to safeguard intellectual freedom. Is
this still valid?
Why maintain an expensive campus with extensive buildings and grounds? As noted, distance learning will
increasingly be expected to take over from the existing campus-based model, implying that conventional
classrooms will be much less in demand.
Face-to-face workshops will typically take place in smaller seminar rooms, around circular tables on ‘flat’ floors with
a relatively limited capacity of, say, 30 students at most, a far cry from conventional lecture halls. Airport hotels
might perhaps be better suited to meet these needs.

They certainly often offer easier access than many conventional campuses. So the bottom line is: why do we need a
conventional school campus at all? The result of all of this streamlining might be a considerable cost saving, without
a reduction in quality.
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We are seeing new entrants becoming active in markets that have traditionally been the domain of business
schools–consultants, special providers, expert entrepreneurs. These new actors do, of course, take advantage of the
types of cost savings suggested.
By paring down staff numbers, reducing the professorial time commitment and avoiding expensive commitments
to campus buildings, education itself will be able to match the wider societal trends and bring executive education
more in line with today’s business world realities.
Pedagogy
Pedagogy is clearly changing and we highlight some further contributing factors:
• Learning from what might be regarded as ‘cutting edge’ seems key. There is an overwhelming accumulation
of knowledge these days. Research will, of course, continue to push the limits of knowledge. But, increasingly,
the best insights and practice might also come from business. Senior business executives, including leadingedge consultants, may be at the vanguard of new knowledge and they should be brought on board the
lecturing team. They should be part of an emerging pedagogy.
• A typical student will, of course, have his or her own ideas about ‘how things are’ as a result of their
experiences in their day-to-day work. These experiences will represent important elements for reflection,

complementing their learning through self-study and/or in workshops. This blend of experience and new
insights will result in new learning, new ‘ah-ha’s’. Modern pedagogy is based on this.
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• Writing down one’s analysis of a particular real-world business dilemma and submitting this for grading,
typically in the form of a relatively short, succinct paper, may be an essential part of the ‘new’ pedagogy.
Setting down one’s thoughts on paper demands the key skill of precision, a requirement that is generally lacking
in much of students’ academic experiences today. Such a paper will represent the application or the proof of the
knowledge a student has acquired.
Conclusions
We see a dramatically evolving reality for the ‘business school of the future’, including revised offerings, new roles,
and configurations (cost-effective and better) and a more powerful pedagogy. The business school sector has
traditionally been rather conservative. This is clearly expected to change! ■
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Inclusive growth and
prosperity – for whom?

Instead of prosperity the last decade has delivered inequality,
insecurity, and the rise of nationalism and populism. Simon
Caulkin argues that this is a secular challenge that business,
and especially managers, must face head on

I
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nclusive growth and prosperity, the theme for this year’s Global Peter Drucker Forum in November1, sounds like
the ultimate motherhood and apple pie. Who could be against it, and where’s the problem? We just reboot the
processes that have fuelled 200 years of capitalist progress which has sucked billions of the world’s population
out of poverty and into the cycle of expanding economic and social wellbeing.

If only it were so simple. To make “the economy work for everyone”, to quote UK premier Theresa May, will require
everything but business as usual. As the technology scholar and historian Carlota Perez reminds us, to fulfil
its potential, each major technological advance needs to take a different direction, based on a new synergy of
technological, social and political choices.
Nearly 10 years after the global financial crisis, much of the world remains mired in the last paradigm, which has
delivered the opposite of inclusion – inequality, insecurity, and the feeling of being excluded from global and
technological advance – and thence Trump, Brexit and the rise of nationalism and populism. This puts business
and management squarely in the front line. Managers can no longer shrug off wider responsibilities in the cause of
maximising returns within the law. Inclusive growth and prosperity have to be what business is for.
As Drucker insisted: “Free enterprise cannot be justified as being good for business. It can only be justified as being good
for society”. Corporate responsibility is to deliver growth and prosperity for everyone, period. And that changes
almost everything.
In previous growth cycles, jobs and wages were at the heart of what can now be seen as a virtuous circle in which
wage growth led demand which fuelled investment, employment and higher productivity, feeding back into
higher wages. Not only that: by redistributing the wealth created, employment was also a powerful vehicle of social
mobility and inclusion.
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But in the ideological shifts of the 1970s, this virtuous circle broke down. Economists promised that concentrating
on the supply side and leaving the rest to the market would generate better economic outcomes. Economic policy
shifted from full employment to inflation targeting; the pursuit of ‘flexibility’, often through deliberate weakening of
worker organisations, became the watchword for labour markets.
A new emphasis on shareholder value triggered a move from retention and reinvestment of earnings to costcutting and distribution in corporate allocation strategies; and these combined with technological advance to
launch a wave of global outsourcing that activated a very different cycle, its consequences starkly evident in the
crash of 2008 and the subsequent still incomplete economic recovery.

The proper social responsibility of business is to
tame the dragon, that is, to turn a social problem
into economic opportunity and economic benefit,
into productive capacity, into human competence,
into well-paid jobs, and into wealth
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A decade on, we are left with a ‘human capacity-capability gap’ that is structural, not cyclical. On one side seethes a
sea of humanity that, as Stanford’s Jeff Pfeffer reminded the 2016 Drucker Forum, more than anything in the world
wants a regular job with a pay cheque. Yet good jobs are a minority: the world needs 1.9 billion more of them,
according to Gallup. Good jobs are also a source of meaning and engagement which, as Richard Straub and Julia
Kirby note in their opening HBR blog for the Forum, are essential to the good life – “and no elite minority should have
a monopoly on that”.
On the other side there is no lack of needs for this army to meet, while the range and sophistication of technological
aids grow every day. In short, there is more than enough human and technological potential to power a new
Golden Age of development based on the ICT-based revolution that began, just as the post-war virtuous circle was
going into reverse, in the 1970s.
Yet that seems a long way off. In 2017 growth is stuttering. Productivity is static, innovation rates falling and
new business formation modest. Average wages in the US have barely moved since the 1990s. In the US and UK,
publicly-quoted companies are on the decline, their numbers having halved in the last 15 years.
Meanwhile, in the same economies the link between corporate growth and jobs has been severed, even, or
especially, among tech start-ups. Michigan University’s Gerald Davis spells it out: “The shifts from outsourcing to
Uberization have been largely driven by the corporate imperative to create shareholder value, and under our current
conditions, creating shareholder value and creating good jobs are largely incompatible. Corporations are ‘job creators’
only as a last resort”.
Small wonder that some leading economists hold that the era of growth is over and that we face a period of
prolonged secular stagnation. Bluntly, on present trends, the pessimists will likely be right. But that is not inevitable.
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Technology is not destiny; nor is globalisation. Their direction is not random but shaped by decisions made by firms,
governments and individuals.
In other words, there is a choice, and it is up to leaders of governments, corporations and civil institutions to
shape it in ways that will benefit ordinary citizens as well as themselves – or, as we have seen, ordinary citizens
will do it for them. As gatekeepers of the investment decisions that determine how the larger trends play out both
macroeconomically and where it counts for individuals, in jobs and pay, managers bear the major responsibility
here. They cannot rely on an ‘invisible hand’ to bring about a new growth momentum or create demand for their
offerings when (as must be close) consumers’ ability to take on debt runs out. If the cost of shareholder (and
executive) enrichment is the jobs of those who can no longer afford to buy the products created, the process
becomes self-defeating. The engine of capitalism will grind itself to a halt.
Yet tantalisingly, the outlines of a new collective balance are discernible through the fog. New times will require
big changes on all sides. For too long, acknowledges Salesforce chairman and CEO Marc Benioff, “we have done
our work in isolation, unaware of the effects our innovations have on societies and environment as a whole.” For Perez,
“We are in a crucial moment in history similar to the 1930s, requiring thinking and measures as bold as those of Keynes,
Roosevelt and Beveridge.” Measures envisaged will have to go far beyond conventional supply-side adaptation, such
as investment in education and infrastructures, to include the much-neglected demand side of the labour market
equation and what drives it: the incentives which have fuelled short-termism, financialisation of the real economy
and the race to the bottom in pay and conditions that have done so much to fuel insecurity and inequality.
Corporate governance can no longer be played as a private sport between directors and shareholders. It has
macroeconomic consequences – and today it is clear that what is good for shareholders no longer works for the
economy and wider society.
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As many suspected, ‘corporate social responsibility’ was a diversion that served to evade management’s defining
challenge: to plot a path to inclusive growth and prosperity, recreating a virtuous circle which builds on rather than
fights the distinctive properties of markets and companies. Just as flawed economic theory has caused managers to
damage their companies through the pursuit of shareholder value, these too are due for fundamental review.
Growth and development are powered by innovation and its diffusion, in which companies and markets play
different but interdependent roles. Consider the semiconductor industry cycle. First, the leader, typically Intel,
creates a new generation microprocessor that gains a temporary market advantage for which it can charge high
prices. As rivals catch up prices fall until the chip is a commodity. Thus, Intel’s advantage is competed away by the
wider market, handing the benefit to society as a new constellation of resources, and the cycle begins again.
This is business as a positive-sum game – value creation rather than appropriation – and reframes companies, in the
late Sumantra Ghoshal’s words, as “society’s main engine of discovery and progress”. In like vein, businesses can be
seen as society’s problem-solvers and growth as a measure of the rate new solutions to problems become available.
The genius of capitalism, in this view, is not allocation or efficiency but creation and effectiveness – evolutionary
processes in which companies that fail to innovate eventually succumb to the rising tide of the market.
Conversely, the secret of the ‘positive deviants’ that stand out from rivals in many industries is their adoption of
(in effect) innovation as a business model that keeps them constantly one step ahead of the market. Think Apple
and Dyson in products and services, Toyota and Handelsbanken in management, WL Gore and Haier in both. The
‘hidden champions’ of the German Mittelstand are another less conspicuous example.
As the gig economy demonstrates, technology makes labour a commodity that can be contracted for in the market
as easily as any other. But we still need companies, precisely as temporary protection from market forces allowing
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them to carry out their proper, but inherently messy and uncertain, vocation of innovation and exploration.
Innovation in the sense of new solutions to human needs clearly demands renewed focus on the customer of the
kind we are already seeing in the design thinking movement and in the emerging theory of ‘jobs to be done’. The
first should help to sharpen the focus of innovation in existing markets; the latter may point the way to solutions
that create whole new markets.
While the major responsibility for corporate renewal rests with management, other actors also have important parts
to play. Dawning recognition that governance changes are needed to support a longer-term corporate orientation
and discourage free-riding is welcome – consider, if proof were needed, the price Unilever has had to pay for the
privilege of upholding its model of long-term growth and sustainability. Among a flurry of international initiatives,
it is significant that some of the biggest global investors are joining governments and civil institutions in exhorting
companies to look to the longer term. These need to lead to action, not just talk.
As part of the new synergy, reassessment of the role of the public sector in innovation is overdue. The creation
of economic value is a collective process. No business can operate without basic legal, physical and education
infrastructures provided by the state. But as UCL’s Mariana Mazzucato has stressed, innovation also needs strong
publicly-funded research programmes like DARPA and the US National Institutes of Health that have yielded a deep
seam of technologies such as biotechnology, the internet, voice recognition and others that countless companies
continue to mine. “The private sector does not ‘create wealth’ while taxpayer funded public services ‘consume’ it,” notes
Mazzucato. “Rather, economic output is co-produced by the interaction of public and private actors – and both are
shaped by, and in turn help to shape, wider social and environmental conditions.”
The final component of a broad new innovation wave is a direction for the collective forces of society and business
to pull in. The current mode of deploying technology primarily to cut costs, or for the sake of it, does not fit the
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bill. Far from spreading prosperity, too much does the reverse, redistributing existing rather than creating new
value, and sharing it in ways that are more unequal than before. There is no shortage of compelling alternatives
for clusters of research, technologies and industries to cohere around. Obvious examples are the biosciences and
genomics to underpin healthier lifestyles, green growth and new approaches to disease and ageing populations.
What all such ‘meta’ orientations have in common is their potential to align business and society by turning urgent
human problems into meaningful economic opportunity. This perfectly chimes with Peter Drucker’s 1984 definition
of the corporation’s real social responsibility: “The proper social responsibility of business,” he wrote, “is to tame the
dragon, that is, to turn a social problem into economic opportunity and economic benefit, into productive capacity, into
human competence, into well-paid jobs, and into wealth”. As a statement of management’s own ‘job to be done’, that
could not be bettered. ■
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Time to think
again

Creativity needs space and time to flourish, says
Dan Pontefract. Being too busy harms this. Too
often it gets lost in status quo thinking. We have to
make the time to rethink how we think

S
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weden’s Astrid Lindgren was a literary giant who changed the game of authoring. Through the introduction
of an anti-authoritarian adventurer, Pippi Longstocking, Lindgren has educated many young children
to think differently. That’s the good news. But this thinking differently mindset is becoming woefully
inadequate (or hidden) in many of today’s stagnant organisations. It is something leaders would be mindful
to rectify if they are looking to unleash open thinking in support of new innovations and improved results.
When Lindgren brought Longstocking to life in 1945 with equal parts cleverness, noisiness, independence and
creativity, she encouraged young readers to think contrarily.
Longstocking was a heroine of exploration. She sought out adventure and freedom. Back in the day, more than 70
years ago, it was radical prose. In fact, Lindgren was vilified by many in the literature world. We might even suggest
that through Pippi Longstocking Lindgren was the original Dora the Explorer.
One of the key points that Longstocking had going for her was time. Unlike many of today’s organisational leaders
and employees she was not being exploited for her time. Longstocking was not consumed by mundane actions
or repetitive tasks. Remaining in the status quo was not her thing either. In fact, there was no status quo. Lindgren
ensured her heroine remained unshackled to the mundane.
Longstocking was also never browbeaten by a constant need to look or be busy. She was constantly able to
creatively conjure up new plots, ideas and ways to be mischievous. She was a girl exploring but she explored while
remaining in charge of her time, using it to her advantage on many adventurous occasions.
When we become too busy in our lives and at work – unable to pause, reflect and invoke creativity – a civil war
erupts in our brains.
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More often than not, exploitation wins out over exploration. We expunge our inner Pippi Longstocking. The
humdrum anchor easily drops to the ocean floor and the ramifications can be far-reaching for both personal
development and organisational success.
The question we ought to be asking ourselves is whether or not a lack of creative thinking is due in part to our
penchant to fall into a busyness trap, exploiting our time to remain steadfast in the status quo. Do we become blind
to exploring the unknown? In order to fuel creativity – personally and organisationally – we need to ask the hard
question: why we are failing to be more like Pippi Longstocking?

When we become too busy, we choose the known
and predictable. Ultimately we dull down and
desensitise our own selves. If we exhaust our mental
load any chance for increased creativity diminishes
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Baby steps going backwards
Back when we were babies, every day was an experiment in exploration. The journeys seemed endless. We explored
our crib, the floor and then the stairs as we learned to crawl. In a few months the kitchen drawers became places
where interesting mouth-bound gadgets were plentiful.
As we began to walk there was more to explore, be it the velvety sand at the beach, the soft grass strewn across
the park, or the icy snow found in a field. It was endless exploration. We felt it. We unconsciously unleashed
Longstocking’s cleverness, noisiness, independence and creativity. We were alive.
We did so because there was the luxury of time. Aside from a schedule that consisted of naps, meals and snack
time, no-one was telling us to complete a task by day’s end. There were no superiors badgering us to ‘do more with
less’. Our every minute was not being accounted for by overtaxing schedules, inane meetings or rushed deadlines.
What’s more—and arguably most important—we had not developed ‘status quo thinking’. Adventures built upon
adventures and we liked it. There was no such thing as ‘business as usual’. We were free to think creatively and were
unafraid to do so. Cognitive biases simply did not exist.
If we fast-forward to the world of work we now know there is conflict between our desire to be explorers and the
reality of being exploited for and by time. Researchers, however, have discovered that our default desire of thinking
is to be creative. Like when we were a toddler, we yearn to explore and discover new lands. In essence, we long to
be like Pippi Longstocking.
But when our minds are overburdened with tasks or we have to put up with a high mental load, we consistently and
quite effectively deliver banality.

When we become too busy, we choose the known and predictable. Ultimately we dull down and desensitise our
own selves. If we exhaust our mental load any chance for increased creativity diminishes.
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If the roles we occupy at work become stressful and overly tiresome, the end result is that we are likely producing
something rather boring. We revert to what we have always done in the past. This is status quo thinking. As
researchers have pointed out: “The mind’s natural tendency is to explore and to favour novelty but when occupied it
looks for the most familiar and inevitably least interesting solution”.
Making time for computer animation
Take, for example, the story of John Lasseter, currently Chief Creative Officer at Walt Disney Company and Pixar
Animation Studios. It is an interesting title to occupy, one that arguably cost Walt Disney over $7 billion to create.
Lasseter is the brilliant mind behind Pixar, the company that has given the world wonderful films such as Wall-E,
Finding Nemo, Cars and Toy Story. Before Pixar found its success –
and before it was gobbled up by Disney – Lasseter worked there
in the early 1980s as an animator. He was constantly thinking
about the future of film animation. He was always unleashing his
inner Pippi Longstocking.
When Lindgren brought Longstocking to
life in 1945 with equal parts cleverness,
As legend has it, Lasseter began thinking about the future of
noisiness, independence and creativity,
Disney as a company, too. He felt the decades-old approach of
she encouraged young readers to think
hand-drawn animation for its films was about to be replaced by
contrarily
computers. He pitched his bosses – and his bosses’ bosses – the

1945

new-fangled invention of computer-animated films.
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While Lasseter’s prescient hunch was correct, Disney executives ultimately failed to think differently. They ignored
Lasseter’s prophetic vision – not giving the idea the time to incubate or materialise – and Disney ended up firing
him from the company. Disney remained locked in their status quo thinking, unable to truly rethink what its future
might look like.
It strikes me that Disney executives were either too busy to think differently or their brains were too exhausted to
rethink its existing film-producing strategy. Were Disney executives exploring or exploiting their time? The verdict
came, perhaps, by the ignominy of Lasseter’s termination.
Years later after spinning off Pixar from Lucasfilm (where he originally landed subsequent to being fired from
Disney) Lasseter ended up back at Disney. How? Disney recognised its error and paid $7.4 billion to acquire Pixar. It
then made Lasseter its Chief Creative Officer.
Just imagine the additional revenues and profits for Disney if its
leaders had created the time to properly think about Lasseter’s
original proposal decades prior. Imagine if they had explored the
power of open thinking versus being exploited by its own status quo
thinking. Imagine if they did not have to hand over $7.4 billion to reacquire Lasseter and the entire Pixar team and film library?
Giving time to think
Pippi Longstocking had oodles of time to be creative. The culture
that Lasseter helped to create at Pixar is one steeped with open
thinking. Pixar is a Pippi Longstocking playground. What if more

$7.4 billion
Disney paid $7.4 billion to acquire
Pixar, and it then made John Lasseter,
whom they sacked years earlier, its
Chief Creative Officer
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leaders devoted more time to allowing creative thought to occur? A study done with orangutans proved that those
held in captivity – with time on their hands, not worried about predators, distractions or having to search for food –
were more creative and possessed a higher inclination to explore than orangutans from the wild.
The study pitted both sets of orangutans in a habitat where, among other tests, a new toy was introduced. In one
example, orangutans previously held in captivity approached the toy immediately yet even after several months of
testing the wild orangutans would not go near it. As the researchers noted: “If you ask me, opportunity is the mother
of invention”.
Put differently, if our minds are constantly distracted and exploited by time and task pressures, none of us will
be willing to touch the new toy. In fact, our minds will be so preoccupied with other things we won’t even pay
attention to it nor will we think up fresh new ideas. Arguably Longstocking, Lasseter and Pixar are examples of
bucking such a scenario. They make the time to explore creativity. They are not exploited by time.
Bill Gates, former chairman and CEO of Microsoft, recognised the need to spend time away from the pressures of
operational tasks and running a business. He introduced ‘Think Week’ where twice annually he would sequester
himself for a week of reading, thinking, listening and letting the art of the possible permeate his brain. It was his
planned time to think creatively.
Every day, each of us is equipped with 1,440 minutes. We all possess 168 hours a week and 8,760 hours a year to
utilise to our advantage.
If we do not earmark a significant portion of time to be creative—to be open thinkers—there is little chance to
erase a status quo mindset. My advice is to unleash your inner Pippi Longstocking and be more like John Lasseter,

Pixar or Bill Gates if you truly want to become an explorer, not an exploiter, of time.
If you want to cure status quo thinking, you have to rethink how you think. Make the time. ■
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Equipping managers
to help the world

Alexandra Santos and Mathabo le Roux explain how a UN
initiative is encouraging business schools to prepare students
for tackling poverty and other development challenges

T

he United Nations recently announced sustainable development goals (SDGs) intended to galvanise
worldwide action on poverty reduction, food security, human health and education, and a range of other
economic, social and environmental objectives.
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The United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) estimates $3.9 trillion in annual investment
into developing countries is needed to meet these goals. It is therefore clear that private sector buy-in to the
development agenda will be critical to advance the goals.
The good news is that the private sector does not lack the resources to contribute.
The growth of investment by multinational firms in developing countries over the last decade has been
phenomenal. In search of new markets, resources and lower labour costs, investment in the developing world
soared from less than 20% of the total in 2000 to more than 50% today, creating jobs and opportunities for local
firms as suppliers and partners to international businesses.
However, most of this investment has gone to middle-income emerging markets. Investment in least developed
countries (LDCs) remains only a fraction of the total, at less than 2%. And a significant part of that investment is in
large-scale resource-based projects that create relatively few jobs and linkages with local firms.
The challenge, then, is to mobilise private sector finance to flow to regions – and sectors – where need is greatest,
and make sure adequate management skills are on the ground to ensure successful project implementation.
It would seem then that courting the private sector to support the SDGs will spring up almost as an auxiliary goal
alongside the primary set of goals. In short: we have to get business to ‘get’ the business case of the SDGs.

While some novel approaches are already steering more capital towards development-oriented outcomes,
conventional business approaches remain entrenched, particularly in markets where needs are most acute.
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Most businesses systematically exclude the vast majority of the global population: their money bypasses low-income markets, their products and services are beyond the reach of poor consumers and their business models often fail to recognise the poor as potential contributors to economic activity.
Mounting social and environmental challenges require a wholesale rethink of conventional business approaches in
order for ‘finance for development’ to become the future mainstream investment.

The initiative has met with unprecedented
enthusiasm from the business school community,
confirming the interest in impact-oriented business
practice and the need for an initiative of this nature
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13%
Less than 13% of these cases
are based on real-life studies
situated in developing
countries. For LDCs that
figure drops down to less
than half a per cent

The majority of managers in the world’s financial institutions and large
multinational firms – the main sources of global investment – as well as most
successful entrepreneurs tend to be strongly influenced by models of business,
management and investment that are commonly taught in business schools.
The initiative has met with unprecedented enthusiasm from the business
school community, confirming the interest in impact-oriented business
practice and the need for an initiative of this nature

While business schools are increasingly factoring these dynamics into their
curriculum planning, many programmes still focus on business models that
work in developed country contexts. Not enough classroom time goes to
exploring the intricacies of doing business in lower-income, higher-risk
contexts, which call for alternative approaches and different models.
This asymmetry has left most graduates unprepared for the
particular challenges associated with underdeveloped markets
and ill-equipped to invest and operate effectively in them.
Case studies are a case in point. These real-life examples have
become an integral part of how the business school curriculum
imparts knowledge and skills based on real-world business
examples.

250
In partnership with key business school
associations, UNCTAD’s BIS has built a
network of 250 impact- oriented business
schools

Yet less than 13% of these cases are based on real-life studies situated in developing countries. For LDCs that figure
drops down to less than half a per cent.
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The lower segments of the income pyramid are a diverse and viable market. Opportunities for graduates skilled
in building and running business that cater to the Base of Pyramid are equally diverse, ranging from locally
owned social enterprises and SMEs, non-profits and development organisations to impact investment firms and
multinationals seeking to expand their footprint to developing markets.
UNCTAD’s Division on Investment and Enterprise launched Business Schools for Impact (BSI) to help drive a mindset
change. In partnership with key business school associations, it has built a robust network of 250 impact-oriented
business schools committed to building awareness of the need to mobilise investment management resources for
sustainable development.
The platform provides educational tools and resources to equip students with the skills necessary to invest and
operate in low-income regions. Educational materials are complemented by opportunities for experiential learning
in developing countries through fieldwork. Currently, the key platform elements include:
• Forty-eight impact-oriented teaching modules – in both elective and core courses – that can be introduced
in existing curricula or used to build a new curriculum that puts sustainable development imperatives at the
core of the teaching plan
• More than 50 case studies that (i) are located in relevant markets (23% per cent are in LDCs, 38% in Africa,
33% in Asia, and 10% in Latin American and the Caribbean); (ii) illustrate alternative business models and
ownership structures; and (iii) focus on sustainable development sectors, including agriculture, education,
energy, health, water, and women and youth entrepreneurship

• Numerous internship opportunities in developing countries, and with social enterprises and SMEs, to give
students practical exposure to operating in these markets. The internships are available in 16 developing
countries across Africa, Asia and Latin America
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The initiative has met with unprecedented enthusiasm from the business school community, confirming the
interest in impact-oriented business practice and the need for an initiative of this nature.
Since its official launch at the World Investment Forum in October 2014, the community has grown to more than
650 educators, students and practitioners, representing 250 business schools and 100 companies and related
institutions worldwide.
Business schools will be instrumental in developing a new generation of business leaders who can help solve our
global development challenges. With Business Schools for Impact, UNCTAD hopes to spur schools into action and
help equip them to do just that. ■
ABOUT THE AUTHORS
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Myth-busting

Three myths are weakening the development of
executive learning. Winfried Ruigrok and Georg
Gutmann explain why it is many firms are struggling to
make their executive learning and development work

G
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etting managers ready to take up or extend executive responsibilities has always been important but
never easy. Over 90% of companies consider executive learning and development (L&D) key to their longterm success yet only 20% are satisfied with the state of executive L&D in their organisations. Why are only
few firms able to capitalise on their executive L&D efforts? What does it take to become an executive L&D
champion?
The St Gallen Executive Education Report 2016 offers answers to these questions based on insights from leading
companies in this area.
Our report captures the assessments of 350 top executives as well as HR and L&D professionals across a wide range
of industries in 13 European countries. The report has uncovered pervasive myths about executive L&D as well as
best practice examples from executive L&D champions.
Myth 1: Scarcity of talent keeps firms from excelling in executive L&D
Scarcity of talent has been blamed for many organisational deficiencies, particularly when it comes to preparing
managers to take up executive responsibilities. How big a challenge is scarcity of talent really? According to the St
Gallen report less than we often hear. Only 38% of respondent firms claim to be held back by talent shortage. This is
good news for L&D professionals and top managers alike.
What are the key talent management challenges? Two-thirds of companies indicate that they struggle with
changing expectations of the new management generation. For example, today’s managers are less than excited by
the prospect of spending time in traditional classroom settings and absorbing knowledge in a passive way. Instead,
the leaders of tomorrow expect to be taken on a participative learning journey that is flexible and rich in variety.
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How can firms respond to these expectations? There are numerous new opportunities to design and deliver
executive L&D initiatives. Innovative didactical approaches such as action or experiential learning and new
technology based formats have broadened the portfolio of possibilities. Unfortunately, the financial implications
may be overwhelming. New approaches and formats require high investments and often substantial modifications
to the corporate learning architecture. Nearly eighty per cent of companies mention resource limitations to be the
biggest barrier to advancing their executive L&D.
L&D directors will have little choice but to lobby actively in their organisations to obtain the necessary financial
support to meet the L&D expectations of today’s younger executives. In doing so, they should explain to the top
management team that becoming an executive L&D champion will require advanced solutions.

Our report captures the assessments of 350 top
executives as well as HR and L&D professionals across
a wide range of industries in 13 European countries.
The report has uncovered pervasive myths about
executive L&D as well as best practice examples
from executive L&D champions

As one board member and former CHRO we interviewed put it:
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“Companies should stop treating executive L&D as a cost and start embracing it as a priority investment in the future.”
Myth 2: Executive L&D is just another administrative task for the HR department
Who should be in charge of driving executive L&D? The answer is not straightforward. Executive L&D
responsibilities range from purely administrative tasks (such as implementation of L&D initiatives or the evaluation
of providers) to inherently strategic decisions (for example, budget authority or the power to launch strategic L&D
initiatives). Today’s reality is that most HR and L&D departments are understood primarily as operational facilitators
of executive L&D activities.

90%
Over 90% of companies
consider executive learning
and development (L&D) key
to their long-term success yet
only 20% are satisﬁed with the
state of executive L&D in their
organisations

L&D directors find it difficult to address the demanding challenges facing
executive L&D with the limited means and authority they have at their
disposal. The sobering picture that many study respondents paint of the state
of their executive L&D is also a result of misaligned hierarchies and reporting
structures. Indeed, even the few companies (17%) that report having
appointed a Chief Learning Officer (CLO) typically equip their highest-ranking
learning steward with operational responsibilities only.
Fortunately, there are clear solutions to this problem. Firms can increase
executive L&D effectiveness by strengthening their C-level commitment
(the extent to which they appreciate executive L&D as a strategic
management challenge) in two ways.
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First, organisations with high C-level commitment are much more likely to include executive L&D on their board
agenda. Second, in such organisations top managers are more likely to step up their involvement in designing and
facilitating executive L&D activities. This latter point may be helped by installing a CLO and equipping him or her
with executive responsibilities.
Executive L&D success depends heavily on C-level commitment. We find that C-level commitment is the single
strongest predictor for becoming an executive L&D champion. The chances of becoming an executive L&D
champion without having obtained C-level commitment are at a meagre 8%, compared to 67% when C-level
commitment is high. Moreover, many firms with high C-level commitment have also developed other capabilities
crucial to successful executive L&D management, such as the ability to employ predictive and analytical measures
to support executive L&D decision-making.
Myth 3: Technology-based learning is executive L&D’s silver bullet
Few developments over the recent years have been discussed as intensely by L&D officials as the promise of
innovative, technology-based learning. Some consider it a silver bullet whereas others reject its potential value. We
find that few firms have adopted technology-based learning and that most remain wedded to what they know best,
emphasising traditional, face-to-face learning over technology-based learning formats.
For example, over three-quarters of firms often use singular classroom courses while two-thirds of companies do
not use any form of technology-based learning (such as individual online courses, mobile learning, massive open
online courses) frequently. Should corporate decision-makers rethink? Unfortunately, impartial and objective
guidance on the true potential of technology-based learning has been sparse. Most reports on the topic have been
coloured by the agendas of respective authors and institutions, either by making a case for sticking to existing
solutions or insinuating the urgent need to invest in specific new infrastructures.
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Figure 1. Top three challenges of executive learning and development
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Figure 2. Chances of becoming an executive L&D champion
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Figure 3. Steps towards increasing executive L&D effectiveness
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Step 1
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We find that achieving executive L&D effectiveness follows a clear trajectory. Firms benefit from different learning
formats at different stages of their development (Figure 3). Simply adding technology-based formats will not create
miracles for firms at earlier stages (before they have obtained C-level commitment), formulated an executive L&D
strategy and developed more traditional, face-to-face learning formats. Despite the enticing promise of technologybased learning (allowing for faster, more flexible and better tailored delivery of L&D activities), those firms are not
able to unlock any performance gains from it.
Our study reveals that the less experience respondents have with a specific technology, the more sceptical they are
about its effectiveness. However, overcoming this hesitation will pay off for firms which have done their homework.
It is the select group of companies that have secured top-level strategic ownership and implemented traditional
learning formats prior to venturing into technology-based learning that reap measurable benefits from it. Firms that
have followed this trajectory report by far the highest effectiveness in their executive L&D, which is why we label
them executive L&D champions.
Towards a strategic approach on executive L&D
Executive L&D represents a form of non-routine investments for a limited group of executives where past pay-offs
offer no guarantee for future success. It is a strategic function that requires top decision makers’ attention. Executive
L&D may perhaps be compared with research and development, which carries equally uncertain pay-offs but is
indispensable for most companies’ future success.
Top management teams and boardrooms should be directly involved in shaping and supporting executive L&D
programmes. Becoming an executive L&D champion means becoming a learning organisation with a highly
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involved executive suite, an effective learning architecture, and deep knowledge about how to use a wide range of
formats and vehicles.
Looking ahead, the imperative of career-long learning and development is likely to become even stronger in the
years to come. Companies that fail to acknowledge the importance of executive L&D will likely have difficulties
prevailing in an increasingly competitive, uncertain, and complex business environment. L&D directors should be
prepared to be confronted with higher and more sophisticated expectations in the future. We therefore urge firms
to not fall for common myths in executive L&D and instead rely on sound evidence to advance their executive
L&D. ■
ABOUT THE AUTHORS
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The future is blended

Santiago Iñiguez explains why business schools and
corporations must accommodate the increasing role of
technology in education

T

echnology, in parallel with developments in cognitive psychology and education sciences, is producing a
formidable paradigm shift in the learning process and the mission of educators and, of course, in business
schools.
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Traditionally, the objective of education has been standardisation: to teach students the ‘three Rs’, prepare them for
a particular job, and help them develop the skills required to engage in and contribute to society.
That said, the future of the learning process is focused on personalised development, seen as an opportunity to
stretch and strengthen each individual’s qualities. This is where the real change lies.
Thanks to technology, education will not just be about acquiring the knowledge needed to do this or that job.
Rather, it will allow us to help develop a student’s personality by focusing particularly on their strengths, adapting
the time spent studying to their needs and capacity–all while measuring the results of the learning process
and which teaching methods best help with personal and professional development. This personalisation will
undoubtedly foster the entrepreneurial profile of learners and identify many new job opportunities.
Though it may sound counterintuitive, technology can humanise the learning process. We sometimes look at
technology as an obstacle to personalisation, proximity, sociability and humanity but this fallacy is rooted in the
myth that technology is a threat to mankind – for example, the destruction of jobs through automation and, in
short, that the robots will end up taking over the world.
Aside from adapting to learners’ circumstances, the integration of technology and teaching brings teachers closer
to their students and students closer to one another. It also helps teachers with repetitive tasks such as assessing
academic performance, passing on basic information and answering frequently asked questions.

In doing so, technology frees teachers’ time, allowing them to focus on activities with greater added value for
faculty and students alike and enables the so-called phenomenon of ‘flipping the classroom’.
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Flexible, adaptable, intensive, user-friendly and, yes, even entertaining: these are the hallmarks of blended learning,
which combines online learning with a classroom-based approach. The advantage of high-quality and engaging
online methodologies is that they keep the learning momentum going by adapting to the specific circumstances of
the learner. It also allows for greater interactivity between participants.
Blended teaching methods, both in university education and in corporate learning, are here to stay and will only
continue to expand. That said, there are still some analysts who downplay the importance of the impact of online
learning, and those who argue that nothing can replace face-to-face teaching1.

The question is not whether blended learning is
the future or whether classroom teaching is more
effective than online teaching but rather: what is
the optimal blend of online and face-to-face?
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70.8%
The 2015 Grade Level:
Tracking Online Education
in the United States
survey shows that 70.8%
of chief academic leaders
believe online education
is a critical component of
their long-term strategies
(up from the 48.8% who
believed this back in 2002)

At this point, it is important to highlight that I am talking here about blended
programmes of the highest quality, with online modules delivered by the
same academics as those giving classroom sessions to small groups of highly
motivated students.
There is a tendency to assume that online teaching automatically means
the cheaper option of open entry and open access as well as MOOCs (mass
open online course.) This assumption is wrong. There are high-quality online
and face-to-face forms of education, which fit the standards of excellence
demanded from premium educational institutions. Associating technologybased learning methods with low-quality, cheapness and the massively
distributed is an old fashioned and outdated cliché.
It is also widely believed that senior management is averse to online incompany training. This has been largely true until recently; we need to
ask ourselves whether this is a generational problem and if the upcoming
generation of CEOs, who will be quite familiar with the online environment
and communication via mobile platforms, will be more receptive to these
methodologies.

We need only to think back to the panelled boardrooms of a century ago with their ornate furniture, coal fires
and other luxuries and compare them with their 21st century descendants who rely on digital platforms, video
conferencing and other technologies to communicate globally round the clock.

“There is a fear, expressed frequently, that technology will replace professors. But I can say emphatically and
unequivocally, THAT IT WILL NOT SUBSTITUTE THEM.”
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Bill Gates
Road to the Future, 1995; capital letters in the original

Despite research showing that online learning can be at least as effective as classroom sessions – and even more
transformational – there is still a widespread bias against it among educators, HR managers and executives.
Interestingly enough, some 80% of teachers with no experience in online teaching say it is less effective than faceto-face teaching while the majority of educators with online experience say the results are as good if not better. Not
to mention that many academics believe that online teaching will ultimately lead to layoffs2.
This bias against online teaching likewise extends to many professionals, particularly senior managers who have
been educated along traditional lines and tend to associate quality education with face-to-face teaching. But what
really determines the quality of a programme is its methods of teaching and learning rather than the means by
which they are delivered.
Whatever the arguments, the simple truth is that those educational institutions that offer blended courses
(combining quality online training with traditional classroom teaching) are growing, and rapidly. It is very likely that
in few years’ time most business schools will run a majority of programmes on blended formats.
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For example, the 2015 Grade Level: Tracking Online Education in the United States
survey shows that 70.8% of chief academic leaders believe online education is a
critical component of their long-term strategies (up from the 48.8% who believed
this back in 2002.
At the same time, 77% believe that online training produces the same or better
results than traditional face-to-face teaching. Just 28% admit that their teaching
staff accept the value and legitimacy of online teaching3.
Another survey of corporate learning4 estimates that in 2014 77% of US companies
used e-learning for their professional development programmes while in Europe,
more than 3,000 companies used these types of teaching methods. The same
survey estimates that 90% of companies will be using e-learning platforms by 2017.
It is clear, then, that blended learning will play a growing role in executive
education, particularly in cases where participants are unable to attend classroom
sessions. The question is thus not whether blended learning is the future or
whether classroom teaching is more effective than online teaching but rather: what
is the optimal blend of online and face-to-face?
Obviously, achieving the right combination of online and classroom teaching
depends on a programme’s objectives, participant profile, content, the abilities and
skills being developed, as well as costs, infrastructure, and the ability of instructors
and faculty to teach online.

90%
A survey of corporate
learning estimates
that in 2014 77%
of US companies
used e-learning for
their professional
development
programmes while
in Europe, more than
3,000 companies
used these types of
teaching methods.
The same survey
estimates that 90%
of companies will
be using e-learning
platforms by 2017
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What are the main challenges for blended education in the near future? I believe they are mainly three:
• First, and most importantly, the adequate preparation and involvement of faculty. In the new blended
environment, the professor becomes the orchestrator of the learning process, calibrating the use of different
methodologies adapted to each individual participant and balancing group and personal learning. In order
to achieve this, it is essential to invest in faculty development and expose them to the full educational
potential of learning technologies. The basic requirement for success in this new environment is that the
faculty remains forever passionate about teaching.
• Second is striking the right balance between the three different components of blended learning: face-toface modules, which remain essential for the socialisation and integration of the class; live videoconferences
and synchronous sessions (there are some developments that radically improve the look and feel of live
streaming, like the ‘WOW Room,’ recently launched by IE Business School); and friendly and engaging
asynchronous sessions via forums, chats, tutored-led interaction, and peer learning and feedback support.
• Third, the development of teaching materials that better adapt to this new learning context. For example,
multimedia case studies set in real time, interactive group and individual simulations, personalised content
and individualised assessment tools to maximise personal progress. Gamification enriches the learning
experience and can be applied to nearly every context and educational content as well as serving as a
vehicle for instant feedback. There are even those who argue that it can help change personal behaviour and,
perhaps most appealing, that it has a positive impact on the bottom line.
Technology will certainly contribute to the humanisation of learning. However, in this new and fascinating context
of education, the competitive advantage of a business school will rest on the unique experience it provides to
students.

Content may be prince; technology may be king; but experience is emperor. ■
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Professor Santiago Iñiguez de Onzoño is the President of IE University and the Dean of IE Business
School in Madrid, Spain.
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Create a modern
culture to attract and
retain talent
Establishing a dynamic and creative culture is essential
to attract and retain talent. John Hazelton says don't
wait to do this, there is no time – act now!

I

n today’s modern workplace establishing a dynamic and creative culture is more important than ever to attract
and retain talent. Over the last few years the explosion of technology has delivered a paradigm shift changing
the workplace forever.
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The digital age has transformed behaviours and communications, and the younger generations needs and wants at
work are radically different to what the workplace has ever seen before. Businesses need to act now to ensure they
have a strong and positive culture that communicates their vision and values to attract the Millennials and Gen Z.
Digital skills gap
Attracting and retaining talent in the tech space is challenging and will be even more difficult going forward. The
UK has a digital skills gap, estimated to cost the economy £63 billion a year. We will need to fill more than 750,000
new digital jobs by 2020 and train approximately 2.3 million people in digital skills (Recruitment and Employment
Confederation).
The digital skills gap is a major challenge to the UK and one solution to plugging the gap is to set a modern culture
in your workplace to attract and retain talent. Setting and establishing a new improved culture means letting go
of traditional mindsets and recruitment processes, and approaching it with an open mind to discover new ways of
working and re-shaping the workforce.
Collaborating and sharing
The younger demographic are used to communicating by conference video calls, sending instant messages over
social media platforms to groups of people, and sharing and working on live documents at the same time. They
want to collaborate with each other when and wherever they are, on whatever device they can. They are the

generation of sharing, therefore at work they want to share knowledge and ideas in an open environment that isn’t
restricted by barriers and red tape.
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They are not scared to speak their mind, and are not intimidated by senior managers as they believe in a more
flatter open management structure rather than a traditional hierarchy. Along with the infiltration of technology and
big data the silos that separated departments are diminishing and revealing a more transparent way of working
and sharing.

A culture does not just appear naturally, you have
to set it, live and breathe it on a daily basis. It is
ongoing and will evolve just as your business does

Get flexible
It is important for the younger demographic to work with companies with a strong culture and set of values, and
ethics they believe in. They want to be trusted from the offset and given autonomy to do their jobs; working on
exciting and important projects that make a difference.
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They are not scared to try new methods and discover new services and propositions, but at the same time they
must be given the freedom and flexibility to so.
The expectation is that increasingly the younger demographic want to work from any location and also have
flexible hours outside the traditional office hours. They are not familiar with the having to be seen in the office
culture and expect managers to trust them to work remotely within reasonable hours that fit with their lifestyle.
They have been given bad press and called the ‘spoilt, snowflake generation’ but this is far from true. They have
just been bought up with digital technology and the internet, and are used to communicating and working in a
different way than all of the previous generations.
From the top
Implementing a new or improved culture is as important as your business strategy, your culture underpins
everything you do. Culture is the heart of your people and is responsible for creating a happy workforce – if your
employees are happy then they will be more productive. They will be more likely to stay and word will get out that
your company is a great place to work at, enabling you to attract top talent.

A culture does not just appear naturally, you have to set it, live and breathe it on a daily basis. It is ongoing and will
evolve just as your business does. You need to develop a strong mission statement and values that are important to
your business.
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This is the first step to building a culture as your values will reflect your company identify - who you are, what is
important to you, what makes you different, why are you a great company to work for, what do you give back etc.
This must be communicated by the CEO or Managing Director and the senior management team to champion your
culture so it becomes part of the business’s fabric.
Happy employees = happy business
If you don’t get culture right you risk ending up with miserable workforce and you will lose the talent you have
recruited. Your reputation will follow you limiting your recruitment pool as no one will want to work for you.
However, if you create a strong, dynamic and creative culture in your company employees will be happy to work
for you and enjoy their jobs. This will result in a strong team dynamic where employees will work together more
effectively. This will be reflected in your retention levels and an increase in productivity and efficiencies.
Your happy employees will then become advocates of your brand, and you will find that more talent will want to
work with you because your strong culture precedes you. Many companies forget about employee brand and just
focus on customer branding but it is your people that make your business – don’t forget it!
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In this competitive market of finding top talent having a strong employee brand puts you ahead of the competition
when talent are deciding who they want to work for. Especially if your values and objectives parallel theirs. Gallup
(2018) recently discovered that strong company cultures attract the top 20% of candidates.
It’s all about the trust
Trusting and letting go of control is a big element in creating an open and flexible culture where employees are
given autonomy to do their jobs. This can be difficult for managers especially for those who are not from the
younger demographic, as they are use to adhering to strict processes and policies, and working in an hierarchal
structure.
Now, it is time to let go and trust your employees, after all they are adults and not children and should be more than
capable of doing their jobs. You recruited them so empower them by providing remote and flexible working that
fits with their personal life, demonstrating that you trust them. Give them challenging and interesting projects to
work on. Trust after all should be given and not earned.
Employees thrive on results based environment and people require clear expectations of what is expected of them.
Everyone needs clear direction of where they need to get to and how they will get there. By providing clarity you
bring energy to the company to succeed.
Learning from your mistakes
The workplace shouldn’t be an environment where staff are scared to fail and make mistakes, the best creative ideas
and improvements are made from learning from our failures. Businesses need to cultivate a culture by adopting a
‘growth mindset’ so employees are open to feedback, place high value on learning and grow ideas as a business
without the fear of failing.
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Employees should be given the autonomy to do their jobs completely with managers stepping aside to let them
make mistakes and learn from them. This environment creates a transparent and sharing culture where creativity
will flourish, similar to that of a start up company who are agile and dynamic. The challenge is for the established
businesses to act the same, if they don’t they will lose out.
Recruiting for culture
Companies should be mindful of recruiting people with similar values and ethics of your company to ensure that
the culture is not affected and the chemistry remains. If you just hire for skills then you maybe threatening the
culture that you have cultivated. You can also develop people’s skills but it is more difficult to change their values
and ethics.
This can be approached in the recruitment process by using tailored questions appropriately. Companies must be
aware when using the cultural fit in the recruitment process to still be aware of employing a diverse mix of people
from different ages, ethic and educational backgrounds.
Don’t wait – act now
Building a company culture is an evolutionary journey that you need to support to ensure it becomes the heart
and the soul of the company. If you want to recruit and retain top talent then it is essential, so start viewing the
workplace with a new lenses and be open and flexible to a new improved workplace by establishing a modern
culture. Don’t wait to do this, there is no time – act now! ■

John Hazelton is a Director at talent.io

